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Background

Australian education systems have, as a whole, had limited success in attempting to
impart literacy in standard English to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students.
One measure of the magnitude of the problem is shown in the national figures relating
student achievement at various levels to agreed benchmarks. It has been shown that
the Year 3 benchmarks have been achieved by fewer than two thirds of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students, whereas they have been achieved by nearly 90%
of the national school population overall (Ministerial Council on Education,
Employment, Training and Youth Affairs, 1999). With respect to reading, data from
the Department of Education, Western Australia have shown that level 3 outcomes are
achieved by only 66.1% of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students by the end
ofp1imary school, whereas they are achieved by 92.8% of the state's students overall.
The disparity of achievement becomes even greater as students proceed through the
system. Only 57.2% of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students achieve level 4
outcomes by year 10, by contrast with 86.6% of students overall (Department of
Education, Western Australia, 2001).
There are many variables which may be seen as having a bearing on this situation,
including the socio-cultural differences which separate Aboriginal students from the
school, the circumstances which limit Aboriginal students' school attendance, the
nature of the curricula and pedagogy to which Aboriginal students are exposed and·
the lack of involvement of Indigenous people in the education system. This study is
based on attention to one variable which, in the past has not been given a great deal of
attention: the disparity between the way in which English is used by most Aboriginal
people and the way in which English is embodied in the literacy materials used in
schools.
The varieties of English which have evolved in Australian Aboriginal settings have
been widely identified and described. They may be considered together as one dialect
of English which exists alongside Australian English. This dialect carries with it
distinctive linguistic, sociolinguistic and conceptual characteristics. For many
Indigenous people it is the first-learned forn1 of English and for the great majority it is
the form which carries their distinctive identity as Indigenous people.
Like any other people, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have a right to
have their language recognized within society and education. This right has long been
withheld from them in the Australian context, both with respect to Indigenous
languages and with respect to the contact-derived languages Kriol, Torres Strait
Creole and Aboriginal English. There is a long period of history during which
Aboriginal languages were suppressed, leading to widespread language shift, and
there is still reluctance at the political level (as demonstrated most blatantly in the
Northern Territory Government's termination of its bilingual education program) to
acknowledge that there is any place in Indigenous education for any linguistic variety
other than Standard Australian English.
It is a part of this mentality to assume that "submersion" in Standard Australian
English is the best literacy education option for Aboriginal students. Accordingly their

dialect is usually seen as an educational liability and their home language linguistic
skills are rarely either acknowledged or even understood within the education system.
The materials which are used to help impart literacy to Aboriginal students have
hitherto been subjected to no linguistic-based analysis, although there has been some
concem for the avoidance of racial stereotyping and the introduction of a greater level
of cultural inclusiveness.
The motivation for this study derives from the concem that an essential element in
inclusiveness is linguistic. Aboriginal students leam how they and their culture are
evaluated not only in the overt judgments provided by teachers and texts, but also in
the extent to which their culture is represented linguistically in the materials from
which they are expected to leam. Are texts linguistically structured to include
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and to reflect the fact that, since 1788,
two dialects of English have developed in the Australian setting, or do they effectively
consign the Indigenous presence to oblivion by representing Australia as the domain
of the English which, traditionally, has always excluded Aboriginal people?
The need for a study of this kind has emerged as the concept ofbidialectal education
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students has gained momentum across the
continent. Proposed initially (under the name "Teaching Standard English as a Second
Dialect (TSESD)") in the 1970s (Kaldor 1977; Gardiner 1977), the concept has been
progressively refined and broadened (e.g., by Eades, 1993b; McKemy 1996; Malcolm
1992, 1995; Hudson and Berry 1996; Malcolm et a11999; Cahill1999). It has led to
initiatives for the recognition of Aboriginal English in ESL broadbanding in some
states, and has begun to generate the production of "new generation" materials for
Aboriginal literacy (e.g. Cahill (2000); Konigsberg and Collard, in press). It is clear
that it will take many years for materials specifically devised for two-way bidialectal
education programmes to be produced in sufficient numbers to meet the needs of
schools wishing to use such programmes. In the interim, existing materials will have
to be used. This leads to the need for some framework to be developed for the
assessment of existing materials and for the guidance of teachers in using them to
meet the needs of students who speak Aboriginal English.
In order to assess the extent to which existing materials give a fair representation to
Aboriginal English it is necessary to examine them in the light of knowledge about
the nature of linguistic variation and the ways in which it may be systematically
studied. For this, this project has tumed to knowledge and procedures derived from
linguistics, sociolinguistics, cognitive linguistics and applied linguistics. From
linguistics come the procedures for the analysis of linguistic fom1 to enable dialects to
be identified and distinguished; from sociolinguistics, and its sub-field discourse
analysis, come procedures for recognizing the social significance oflinguistic
variation at all levels of linguistic analysis; from cognitive linguistics come
procedures and concepts which enable the relationship between linguistic variation
and conceptualization to be traced; from applied linguistics come principles for the
most effective handling of linguistic variation in pedagogical contexts.
The other essential element in understanding the ways in which meanings, intended
and unintended, are conveyed across cultures, is the co-presence, and equal status, in
the investigative procedures of members of both speech communities from which the
differing linguistic practices derive. This project has attempted to embody in its
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procedures the principles which it advocates for materials development and for
pedagogy.

Aims of This Study
This project undertook to survey a sample of school literacy materials
1. to determine:
a) how Aboriginal English is represented in terms of vocabulary, grammar,
discourse forms, concepts and attitudes;
b) to what extent the materials are amenable to comprehension and interpretation
by speakers of Aboriginal English;
c) to what extent the materials are congruent with principles and practices of
Aboriginal vernacular literacy
2. to provide a framework for the use of these materials within the context of twoway bidialectal education, and
3. to provide guidelines for teachers in evaluating and adapting other curriculum
materials for two-way bidialectal education.

A Selective Survey of Literature
Aboriginal English comprises "those distinctive varieties of English which have been
vernacularized in Aboriginal communities" (Rigsby 1998:825). Within the context of
two-way bidialectal education, Aboriginal English has been defined as:
A range of varieties of English spoken by many Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people and some others in close contact with them which differ in
systematic ways from Standard Australian English at all levels of linguistic
structure and which are used for distinctive speech acts, speech events and
genres. (Malcolm 1995:19).
The research literature on Aboriginal English has been reviewed by Sandefur (1983),
Eades ( 1996) and Malcolm (2000a). The first comprehensive linguistic descriptions
of the dialect came from Queensland in the 1960s. Subsequently, varieties were
described in the Northern Territory, Western Australia, Victoria, New South Wales
and South Australia. In-depth studies of dialects spoken in Alice Springs (Harkins
1994), South-East Queensland (Eades 1983) and Western Australia (Kaldor and
Malcolm 1979), as well as more recent work (e.g. Malcolm 2001a, b) point towards
the facts that ( 1) Aboriginal English has a linguistic, semantic· and sociolinguistic
continuity with pre-existing patterns of communication in Aboriginal communities,
and (2) Aboriginal English varieties across the continent have a great deal in common,
making it reasonable to describe Aboriginal English as one dialect which has
developed in Australia alongside, and, to some extent, in contradistinction to,
Australian English. Further evidence and arguments for this view are presented in
Malcolm and Koscielecki (1997) and Malcolm (2000b).
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The extent of the differences which separate Australian English and Aboriginal
English is considerable and cannot be discussed in detail here. However, since the
analysis in the project is based on a knowledge of some of the major differences, they
need to be referred to in summary. For this purpose, the following summary of some
features, excluding the phonology, is taken from Malcolm (200la:215-216):
... Liaisons are not necessarily made between contiguous vowels and patterns
of consonant elision are distinctive (e.g. we'as, 'we was'; I's, 'I was'; we 'ent,
'we went').
The grammatical, like the phonological system, of Aboriginal English
is more variable than that of Australian English and, in less restmctured
varieties, may share many features with creole, as well as with substrate
languages ... The most dominant difference from Australian English which
characterizes most varieties of Aboriginal English is a reduced dependence on
the copula for linking subjects to their complements and on the auxiliary for
the expression of verb tense and aspect. Typically, speakers of Aboriginal
English select from a repertoire of alternants (including a zero allomorph) in
the expression of the past tense, depending on the verb stem and on the
stylistic level intended. It has been suggested (Malcolm, 1996) that, since the
repertoire usually includes standard English alternants, users of Aboriginal
English are often to a greater or lesser extent bidialectal, even from the first
year of schooling. The standard English paradigm of subject-verb agreement
tends to be regularized (i.e. third person singular of the verb does not carrys). Future is formed with gonna and questions are signalled by intonation
rather than by reversal of subject and verb. The formation of confi.rn1ationseeking questions with distinctive tags is also common. Within the noun
phrase, the marking of plurality and possession are optional and may be
achieved by means other than inflection. Personal pronouns in less
restmctured varieties retain dual vs plural and inclusive vs exclusive
distinctions as in creoles, and even in more restructured varieties may not
mark gender in the third person singular. The resumptive pronoun commonly
occurs (That man he ... ). Definite and indefinite articles are variable in
occurrence and include distinctive forms dat and one. Adjectives and adverbs
may occur in post-clausal extensions( ... yellow one; ... quick-way) and carry
distinctive suffixes. Prepositions may be variable in occurrence and various
locative forms in/at/on may be used interchangeably or, in less restmctured
varieties, replaced with longa.
Aboriginal English has a distinctive lexicon incorporating a majority of
English-based lexemes, though many with shifts of meaning, and also items
transferred from Aboriginal languages sometimes via pidgin/creole. The
semantic categorizations and fields underlying Aboriginal English contrast
markedly in many respects with those of Australian English. This has been
demonstrated with respect to speakers where Aboriginal languages are
currently spoken in the same community (Harkins 1994) and where they are
not (Malcolm et al 1999) ... There is evidence (e.g. Dixon 1980:77) that some
distinctive usages of words in Aboriginal English are attributable to
relexification of concepts from Aboriginal languages. It is possible that
relexification played an important part in the formation of Aboriginal English
from the earliest stages and that the maintenance of the dialect for
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communication in Aboriginal rather than European Australian contexts has
favoured the preservation of these meanings.
Discourse in Aboriginal English follows pragmatic rules which show a
continuity with Aboriginal languages rather than with Australian English.
There are distinct rules
of speaking which relate closely to the traditional
.
Aboriginal concept ... of the knowledge economy and control the release of
information (Eades 1983) ...
.

The impact of the encounter with Standard Australian English on the educational
experience of Aboriginal speakers has been frequently commented on by Aboriginal
people. Comparing the English used at Edith Cowan University with that used in
community contexts, one Aboriginal interviewee said:
It is a totally different language from what you use outside, the campus, to
what you use inside. Urn you can't, you have to learn to live two different
languages, one when you go outside and when you are at home and one when
you are here. (Malcolm and Rochecouste 1998:67).
Another, interviewed in connection with a later project, echoed almost identical
sentiments:
It's just totally different world to what you're used to. (Malcolm and
Rochecouste 2002).
Aboriginal people reflecting on their school experience typically refer to the
difficulties they encountered with "big words" (e.g. Malcolm 1992:40, 1995:30),
which tends to be a way of referring to dialect difference. Teachers interviewed on
their communication reported to Malcolm (1980:39) that their Aboriginal students had
"poor listening skills", while admitting that they did not modify their classroom
speech for the benefit of Aboriginal students. Aboriginal people talking about
English in education have expressed what they want in terms such as
"'straightforward English' ... plain English ... 'secret English' or 'big English"'
(Malcolm 1992:20), suggesting that they want to understand, and that they want to
understand why they don't understand.
Despite the fact that English has emerged as a problem area for communication and
learning in the classroom, linguistic studies of classroom discourse and materials have
been rare. Some exceptions have been the work ofWilson (1996) on Nunga English,
Sleep ( 1996) on English in a Ceduna school, the work of Harkins ( 1994) Sharpe
(1977) and Walker (1982) on English in school contexts in Alice Springs, the early
work of Malcolm (1979) on one hundred teachers in Western Australian schools and
that of Williams (200 1) on pre-school classrooms in metropolitan Perth. One
significant linguistic study has emerged of the role of Aboriginal English in literature
set for study in schools (Gibbs 1998).
An early study of materials evaluation in relation to Aboriginal education, sponsored
by AlATSIS (Hill and Barlow 1978) showed that there were significant shortcomings,
in terms of racist bias, in many materials. However this study did not consider
linguistic issues in any detail. Other authors (e.g. Clayton 1996, Craven 1998) have
recognized the importance of literacy materials and have given advice to teachers
about suitable materials. There has, however, been no principled study of the nature of
the linguistic dimension of available materials.
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A well-established principle of education which has underlain developments of
bidialectal education in other parts of the world is to "build on the children's cultural
and linguistic resources" (Meier 1999:1 05). This implies that educators need to be
aware of the linguistic and cultural resources that students bring to their education,
and of the way in which they interface with curricula, pedagogy and materials. To
investigate this, it has been seen as appropriate to engage in separate analyses of
linguistic, discourse/text/sociolinguistic, conceptual/cultural and pedagogical aspects
of the materials examined.
The linguistic analyses carried out in this project have been based on broadly
inclusive understandings oflinguistic analysis, as expressed in most of the literature
on non-standard dialects (e.g. Baugh 1983; Cheshire and Edwards 1991; Labov 1972;
Rickford 1997). The sociolinguistic analyses have been informed by the approaches to
the ethnography of communication in educational settings first put forward by Hymes
( 1972) and reduced to ten maxims in Malcolm et al ( 1999:38-39). The discourse
analysis follows principles put forward and illustrated in Malcolm and Rochecouste
2000. The conceptual analyses draw on current theory in cognitive and cultural
linguistics, as expounded and exemplified in Malcolm and Rochecouste (2000) and
Malcolm and Sharifian (2002). The pedagogical analyses have been developed by the
research team, using as a starting point Tomlinson's (1999) criteria for the evaluation
of L2 materials.
Procedures and Methodology Applied

This project was based on the principle of participatory research involving the
collaborative development of procedures, and instruments and the subjection of all
analyses to discussion and revision on the basis of team meetings involving
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal participants.
The basic research team involved Ian Malcolm (Chieflnvestigator), Louella
Eggington (Aboriginal Associate Investigator) and Ellen Grote (Associate
Investigator). In addition, through its association with other projects, it was possible
to add to the team Farzad Sharifian (Cognitive/Cultural linguist) and to have
significant input from Glenys Collard (Aboriginal Research and Training Officer),
Patricia Konigsberg (Educator, Linguist), Alison Hill (Aboriginal English Research
Assistant) and Helen Tew (Educator). Joam1e Winter (Linguist), Sarah Brownsdon
(Aboriginal English Researcher) and Leng Hui (Linguistic Researcher) also attended
some of the team meetings. The modes of analysis were developed jointly by the
team. First, an overall inclusivity assessment measure was developed. This was used
on a large number of materials by Louella Eggington and Ellen Grote. All initial
linguistic and discourse analyses were carried out by Ian Malcolm, all initial
conceptual/cultural analyses by Farzad Sharifian and nearly all initial pedagogical
analyses by Ellen Grote in association with Louella Eggington. These analyses were
all reviewed and, in most cases, revised, as a result of team meeting discussions.
At the commencement of the project, contact was made with the Department of
Education, W.A., which provided the team with current statistics on Aboriginal
enrolment in primary and secondary state schools in the metropolitan area. On the
basis of these statistics schools ofhighest Aboriginal enrolment were isolated and
approaches were made, through Department of Education officers, to invite four or
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five schools in each category to participate in the research. The schools were found to
be very willing to participate and to lend materials to the team for purposes of
analysis. Advantage was taken of school vacation periods to concentrate on detailed
analysis of materials, since some schools could only lend materials while school was
not in session. Where necessary, books which had to be returned before analyses
could be completed were photocopied, up to the allowable limit of 10%. The team
were also able to find duplicate copies of some of the relevant books in libraries and
resource centres, with the result that there was a continuous supply of materials
available for review.
On the basis ofboth a survey of relevant literature and team discussions about the
objectives of the project, an initial analysis schedule was developed which included
11 major categories and 30 specific questions to be used as a basis for the analysis of
the materials. The major analysis categories were: topic content, teaching points,
genres, activities, linguistic content, conceptual basis, learning principles,
methodology, layout, design and Aboriginal response. At weekly analysis meetings,
this schedule was progressively refined and eventually a general proforma was
developed for use by evaluators to give an overall impression (on the basis of 12
questions) of the level of inclusivity of the materials being assessed. This proforn1a is
attached (Appendix C).
By arrangement with the Department of Education, the Project Team was given the
opportunity to participate on 24t 11 -25th September 2001 in a two-day Professional
Development program with Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal trainers associated with
bidialectal education across the state of Western Australia. This made it possible for
two kinds of data to be incorporated into the project (a) data from Aboriginal and nonAboriginal bidialectal education trainers (b) data from analyses carried out by the
team. The data obtained from the bidialectal education trainers was of two kinds:
perceptions as to what ideal materials for Aboriginal learners should be like, and
evaluations of existing materials (using the proforma which had been developedAppendix C).
In order to achieve a finer level of analysis, additional profonnas were developed by
the team for the four-dimensional analyses described above, and weekly team
meetings were held to receive, discuss and confirm or amend the analyses made.
A total of 123 materials plus a comprehensive resource pack (involving many separate
materials) were submitted to the team. It was not feasible, in the time available, to
analyse all of these fully. However, the following analyses were carried out:
1. Louella Eggington and Ellen Grote carried out preliminary evaluations (using the
forn1 in Appendix C) of 115 materials. Of these, 46 materials were evaluated by
both Ellen Grote and Louella Eggington, enabling a comparison to be made
between the Aboriginal and the non-Aboriginal evaluators'·perceptions.
2. 30 materials were assessed by Aboriginal and/or non-Aboriginal bidialectal
education trainers at the two-day workshop.
3. 40 materials (9 of which had also been assessed by the trainers at the workshop)
were given detailed analyses on two or more of the four dimensions isolated for
concentrated attention (linguistic, discourse/text/sociolinguistic,
conceptual/cultural, pedagogical).
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On the basis of the confirmed analyses, comparisons were made across the strands of
each of the four dimensions of analysis, enabling generalizations to be made about the
features of the materials assessed which relate to the ways in which Aboriginal
English is being represented.
In the light of the findings, the original analysis forms were refined to provide a
model for use by teachers.

·workshop Component

The Workshop was conducted as a component of the project The ABC ofTwo-Way
Literacy and Learning ('the ABC Project'), to upgrade the skills ofbidialectal
education trainers from education districts across Western Australia. These trainers
were experienced in working with teams of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal educators
to implement two-way bidialectal programmes in primary and secondary schools.
There were 21 Aboriginal and 18 non-Aboriginal trainers at the workshop. By
arrangement with the coordinator of the ABC Project, Ms Patricia Konigsberg, the
theme of the workshop was Materials Evaluation and full participation of the present
project team was incorporated into the programme. The program for Day 1 of the
Workshop involved two activities which are reported on here.
The first activity, which took place in session 3 of the day's activities (Appendix A),
invited the participants in Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal groups of four members, to
discuss the question "In an ideal world, what would literacy materials look like?"
Participants were encouraged to write down their ideas, then discuss them. Ideas
which the group endorsed would be written up on butcher's paper for the information
of all participants. The ideas which were written up were transcribed after the
workshop and are reproduced in Appendix B, showing which ideas came from
Aboriginal and which from non-Aboriginal participants.
While this is no more than an informal exercise, it enables some observations to be
made about the respective priorities of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal educators with
respect to what Aboriginal students most need in their learning materials. Overall
about one hundred ideal features of literacy materials were listed by the groups. (listed
in Appendix B). Most of these were mentioned only once or twice. About ten were
mentioned four or more times and we shall give our attention to these. We might
summarise these findings as follows:
GROUP
Aboriginal

PRIORITY
Language

Aboriginal input
Medium/Application
Both Aboriginal and non-

Medium
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SPECIFIC FEATURES
Aboriginal English
and SAE (3)
Traditional languages (3)
Plain & simple English (2)
From Aboriginal people (4)
From Aboriginal students (3)
Oral (4)
Hands on (4)
Pictorial (A:4; N/ A:5)

Aboriginal
Relevance

Inclusivity
Non-Aboriginal

Interest
Literacy orientation
Text Type

In general (N/ A: 6)
To ability level (N/A: 4; A:2)
To learning style (N/A:3; A:2)
To experience & values (A:6)
To local area (A:4)
No culture, race or gender
stereotyping (A:6; N/ A:7)
Interesting, motivating,
engaging (5)
Development of functional and
critical literacy (4)
Increased range of text types
(5)

There is an interesting clustering of priorities which to some extent differentiates the
Aboriginal from the non-Aboriginal educators. There are some priorities which are
repeatedly expressed by Aboriginal groups but not by the non-Aboriginal groups, as
well as vice-versa. And there are some areas of convergence.
To the non-Aboriginal groups ideal literacy materials need to be interesting and
engaging, they need to cover an increased range of text types (including non-verbal
texts) and they need to develop functional and critical literacy.
The Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal educators converge on the view that ideal literacy
materials should be inclusive, avoiding stereotypes of culture, race and gender. They
also strongly agree that they should be relevant, though the kinds of relevance they
highlight are different. The non-Aboriginal educators seek relevance in general or
relevance to ability level and to learning style. The Aboriginal educators, on the other
hand, are looking for relevance to the experience, values and local area of the learner.
Both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal educators see a need for materials to be pictorial.
There are some significant priorities mentioned by the Aboriginal educators which do
not feature among the priorities of the non-Aboriginal educators. First, there are a
number of specific requirements with respect to language. The Aboriginal educators
want both Aboriginal English and Standard Australian English to feature in the
literacy mateiials. They also, perhaps predictably in the light of our literacy review, .
put in a bid for plain and simple English, as well as for Indigenous languages.
Another piioiity specific to the Aboriginal educators is for Aboriginal input, both that
of Aboriginal people in general, and that which Aboiiginal students bring with them
to school. Thirdly, the Aboriginal educators seek mateiials which are oral and handson.

It is clear that the prioiities which emerge from this exercise can and should be
applied in instruments developed for the evaluation of literacy mateiials intended for
Indigenous learners.
The second workshop activity relevant to this study immediately followed the one we
have just described (see Appendix A). The participants were provided with the
evaluation sheets which had been developed by the team (see Appendix C) and were
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invited to work in Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal pairs, to carry out evaluations of
materials of their own choice selected from a display. These materials had been
selected by specialist staff of the Department of Education who knew they were being
used with Aboriginal students, although they were not necessarily specifically
designed as Aboriginal literacy materials.
Filling in the evaluation sheet involved two separate activities. One was the provision
of an inclusivity rating from 1 to 5 on the materials with respect to each of 12 criteria
raised in the questions on the sheet. The other was the provision of a comment
supporting the evaluation made. The results of these two activities will be discussed
separately.
With respect to the inclusivity ratings, the mean ratings, for Aboriginal and for nonAboriginal respondents, are provided on the form in Appendix C. For each question,
two figures are shown. In every case, the first figure (i.e., that which gives the less
inclusive rating for the materials) is that given by the non-Aboriginal educators and
the figure giving the more inclusive rating is that of the Aboriginal educators.
In interpreting the evaluations shown in Appendix C it is necessary to note that no
controls were exercised over which books were selected for evaluation by which
pairs. 30 books were evaluated by the pairs of educators, 13 by only Aboriginal pairs,
14 by only non-Aboriginal pairs, two by both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal pairs
and one by two pairs who failed to identify themselves on their forms. The comments
we make on the assessments will not take into account which books were being
assessed but will make some broad comparisons between the Aboriginal and nonAboriginal groups with respect to the cumulative trends in their assessments.
As we have already noted, the Aboriginal educators gave more inclusive ratings to the
materials, on average, with respect to every rating criterion. (It should be noted that
there are no rating figures for the third criterion "Is there recognition of a
contemporary Aboriginal culture?" since the figures 1-5 were mistakenly omitted
from the form for this item and most respondents provided no rating). Overall, the
average rating of the Aboriginal respondents was 3.7, which represents a mildly
positive rating on inclusivity, whereas that of the non-Aboriginal respondents was 2.6,
representing a mildly negative rating. The reason for this is not definitely known, but
it corresponds to the finding in discussion with the respondents during the workshop
that the Indigenous educators were more likely than the non-Indigenous educators to
respond in an adaptive way to the materials, suggesting that, although they were not
ideal, they could be effectively worked with.
When the means of the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal groups are combined, the
lowest score for inclusivity is given for criterion 8 "Does the material use authentic
language?" This is, indeed, the only item on which the Aboriginal educators had a
mean ranking ofbelow 3. The next lowest combined ranking for inclusivity was on
criterion 2, "Is the coverage giving fair representation to Aboriginal cultures?" On the
other hand, the highest ratings for inclusivity were on criterion 10, "Does the
language communicate clearly?" and criterion 12, "Does the layout (colour, design,
etc.) help Aboriginal students?" It could be inferred from this that the combined view
of the Indigenous and non-Indigenous educators on the books they assessed was that
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they did not represent Aboriginal language or cultures well, although they were wellwritten and illustrated.
Abmiginal and non-Aboriginal respondents' ratings came closer together on some
items than on others. They came closest to agreement in their mutually negative
evaluation of the materials with respect to criterion 8, "Does the material use
authentic language?" They differed most strongly on their response to criterion 7, "Is
cooperative activity favoured?", with the Indigenous respondents apparently seeing
much more potential for cooperative activity in the materials they assessed than did
the non-Indigenous respondents. This, perhaps relates to the observation already
made that the Indigenous respondents were more positive about what they could do
with the materials, imperfect though they were, than were the non-Indigenous
respondents.
The second activity required with respect to the evaluation sheets was for the
respondents to write in their comments. Many comments were written in and they are
shown in full in Appendix D.
Question 1 was concerned with whether or not the materials related to Aboriginal
experience. Several themes emerged in the comments made. Some Aboriginal
respondents stressed that Aboriginal experience relates to family life and to life in the
natural surroundings and to Aboriginal ways of interacting and story-telling. Some
non-Aboriginal respondents made the point that Aboriginal experience is not only
traditional Aboriginal experience, but that it encompasses surfing, popular culture,
television and families. Aboriginal students may feel left out if, on the one hand, there
is an Aboriginal focus and it is only traditional, or, on the other hand, ifthere is no
Aboriginal focus and certain things (like a regular bath with hot water) are taken for
granted which may not be the experience of all Aboriginal children.
Questions 2 and 3 were concerned with the extent to which the materials represented
Aboriginal culture and Aboriginal views. What was obvious to some Aboriginal
respondents was that some of the materials did not mention Aboriginal people at all.
On the other hand, they responded positively to the mention in the materials of
matters of Aboriginal concern, like the life experience of Aboriginal people (whether
famous like Cathy Freeman, or ordinary, like reserve-dwellers or typical families),or
like such concerns as the Mabo decision and the recognition of cultural beliefs and
spirituality. They also responded positively to recognition of Aboriginal language.
Some stressed (confinning some non-Aboriginal responses to Question 1) that
Aboriginal life needs to be seen as something contemporary, not just in the past. The
comments of the non-Aboriginal respondents largely supported these Aboriginal
perceptions.
Questions 4 and 5 related to the usefulness of the materials from a pedagogical point
of view. Not many of the materials were seen as capable of contributing effectively to
the achievement ofbidialectal objectives, largely because they tended to have a onesided focus on Standard English. There was a feeling that even isolated words from
Aboriginal English or Aboriginal languages can enhance materials from this point of
view, providing a basis for cross-cultural discussion. Asked if the materials offered
opportunity for group work or cooperative activity, many Aboriginal evaluators
responded positively, stressing that many of the materials could be used to generate
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discussion and activities, like excursions. Many respondents stressed that the value of
the materials depended on how the teacher used them.
Questions 6 to 8 were concerned with language, and, pmiicularly with the way in
which Aboriginal English was represented. The responses showed clearly that
Standard Australian English was seen to have overwhelming dominance, and that, for
some of the functions for which it was used (e.g. representing the infom1al speech of
Aboriginal people) it was inauthentic. Of the 30 books reviewed only two or three
were noted as acknowledging Aboriginal English or Aboriginal language, though
generally the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal reviewers saw most of the materials as
communicating clearly. This was less true of some materials intended for high school
learners.
Question 9 was concerned with concepts. A majority of Aboriginal and nonAboriginal respondents saw the materials as using concepts which could be accessed
by Aboriginal readers, though in some cases this was because of the support given to
the words by pictures. Where concepts were seen to be difficult to access it was
because there was too much text, or misleading illustrations, or foreign (e.g.
American) cultural assumptions, or irrelevance to the learners, or a confusing
combination of genres.
Question 10, which was about layout and design, received a positive response from
most reviewers. Generally there was approval for colour, realistic pictures, visual
presentations of Aboriginal people and a dependence on visual effect rather than
unrelieved text.
The questionnaire had several open ended questions at the end, inviting respondents
to conunent on such matters as the aims and intended outcomes of the materials and
on anything else of interest. Responses suggested that many of the materials were
seen as useful for the development of (SAE) literacy and for dealing with matters of
beliefs and values. Among the general comments were some which stressed the value
of tapes to suppo1i oral learning and the value of realistic presentations of Aboriginal
life. Two Aboriginal responding groups stressed the fact that a book about a crow,
coming from an English context, would be interpreted from quite a different
perspective by Aboriginal readers.

Team Component
There were two levels in which the team carried out analyses of the materials. One
level of analysis involved an Aboriginal and a non-Aboriginal evaluator using the
same schedule as had been used in the Workshops to assess a wider range of
materials. The other level of analysis involved the development and use of separate
schedules to assess, in tum, the linguistic, discourse/text/sociolinguistic,
conceptual/cultural and pedagogical characteristics of the materials.
Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal Inclusivity Analyses
The general analyses were carried out by Louella Eggington and Ellen Grote, working
independently of one another to make their initial evaluations and then sharing
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impressions before confinning them. Many more materials were evaluated by one or
other than by both these evaluators. We shall only discuss in this report the 46
materials which were evaluated by both Louella Eggington and Ellen Grote, thus
enabling some comparison between the Aboriginal and the non-Aboriginal
perspective on the materials. A summary of the evaluations given (on the basis of the
5-point scale) is provided in Appendix E.
The first question asks how the materials relate to Aboriginal experience. On the
whole, both the Aboriginal and the non-Aboriginal assessor considered that they did
not relate well to Aboriginal experience. The mean score given by the Aboriginal
assessor was 3.2 (on a scale from 1-5) and that given by the non-Aboriginal assessor
was 3.5. The Aboriginal assessor saw content which did relate to Aboriginal
experience as including the lives, conflicts and culture of Aboriginal people. This
included portrayals of Aboriginal life in the context of Dreamtime stories but also in
the context of contemporary experience. Human, animal and spirit life were seen as a
part of this experience.
The second question, which asked if fair representation was being given to Aboriginal
culture, also attracted a weak response. The mean score was 3.1 for the Aboriginal
assessor and 3.4 for the non-Aboriginal assessor. Especially contemporary Aboriginal
culture was seen to be poorly represented. The mean score for this (question 2b) was
2.3 for the Aboriginal assessor and 2.7 for the non-Aboriginal assessor. Some
comments made about the texts include "this story is real, this happens in a lot of
schools today"; "the Aboriginal people are dressed in clothing" (the stereotype of the
unclad Aborigine is not seen as giving Aboriginal people fair representation); "it's
about how we are today, families meeting together at football matches." The
response was only slightly stronger (3.1/3.3) on question 3 which asked about
representation being given to Aboriginal views.
The question which asked if the materials could contribute to the achievement of
bidialectal objectives was seen, with respect to most of the materials, as not
applicable, since no recognition was given to the existence of Aboriginal English,
even in most of the materials dealing with Aboriginal life and culture. In fact, when it
came to question 7, which asked if Aboriginal English was given the same respect as
Standard English, the assessors saw this question as not applicable to all but 8 of the
46 materials assessed.
As was the case with the workshop respondents, the team assessors saw very little
evidence of authentic language in the materials. Question 6 which asked for evidence
of authentic language received a mean score of 1.6 from the Aboriginal assessor and
2.4 from the non-Aboriginal assessor.
When it came to concepts, the response was a little stronger. The Aboriginal assessor
saw a mean likelihood of 2.6 out of 5 that the concepts would be accessible to
Aboriginal readers. For the non-Aboriginal assessor the mean was 3.4.
The overall impression from these assessments is that these materials which have
been nominated by the schools as being used with Aboriginal students are barely, if at
all, inclusive of Aboriginal experience, culture, conceptualization and, most of all,
language.
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Four Dimensional Analysis
The Four Dimensional Analysis is the result of individual assessments made on the
sheets shown in Appendices G, H, I and J by separate members of the team,
moderated in Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal team discussions. Separate analysis in
four dimensions was considered necessary to provide a clearer appreciation of the
dimensions in which dialect difference occurs, and of the potential for dialectinsensitive materials to impact on the learning of dialect speakers. The 40 materials
listed in Appendix F, most of which were subjected to analysis on all four levels, are
the data on which these analyses are based. The original analyses (on the forms found
in Appendices G-J) are held in the Centre for Applied Language and Literacy
Research at Edith Cowan University and may be accessed through that Centre. They
are also stored, in electronic forn1, in the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Studies, Canberra. They are too bulky to be included in this report.
Instead, summary tables have been prepared, and are found in Appendices K, L, M
and N. The discussion of the Four Dimensional Analysis will be based on these
summary tables.
Linguistic Analysis

It is common knowledge from the study of second language acquisition and from
studies of contrastive analysis that speakers operating in a linguistic system which is
not their first (in tern1s of dominance and usually chronology as well) exhibit the
influence of their first language in interference or transfer at the levels of phonology,
morphology, syntax, lexica-semantics and discourse/pragmatics. Since the 1960s it
has been recognized that a similar influence may be exercised between a first-learned
non-standard dialect of a language and the standard language which is imparted in
pedagogical settings. Kenneth Goodman ( 1969) noted, with respect to reading
instruction, that the closer a person's spoken language is to the language of the
reading material, the easier it is to learn to read, even in the case of dialect speakers
who do not experience great difficulty in understanding spoken Standard English.
Roger Shuy (1970) and others (e.g. Wolfram and Fasold 1969) argued, on this basis,
that teachers should know about dialect difference to enable them to interpret the oral
reading and the test perforn1ance of their students. They have also argued for the
removal from materials used by dialect learners of constructions which are sensitive
to dialect differences and the incorporation of non-standard English into text
materials. Shuy claimed that "it is more important to learn to read than to learn to
speak standard English and ... since the traditional theory in education has been to
suit materials to the child, I see no reason why this should not be done for nonstandard beginning readers" (1970:88).
The linguistic analyses undertaken in this project are aimed at seeing to what extent
the materials being used with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students recognize
their first dialect, either by modifying the standard English structures to make them
more dialect sensitive, or by incorporating portions in Aboriginal English. The
analyses attempt to show what the texts they are using look like to Aboriginal readers
and how they might be understood. In order to do this, we have selected a number of
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salient features of Aboriginal English where, in our view, the divergence from
standard English is marked and widespread, and we have used these as a basis for a
linguistic sampling of the materials. Where Standard English alternatives to these
features are strongly in evidence, we would regard the materials as failing to be
inclusive of Aboriginal readers, at the linguistic level.
The analysis form provides for linguistic features to be noted at the levels of
morphology, syntax, vocabulary and "other." The morphological features highlighted
are relative pronouns (Aboriginal English does not use who, whom or which in the
SAE way), superlative adjectives (The -est ending in Aboriginal English does not
convey the sense of superlative), conditionality in the verb (Structures involving
would, should and if clauses do not occur in Aboriginal English), continuous aspect in
the verb (The continuous aspect, marked with the auxiliary, does not occur in the
present tense in Aboriginal English), perfect aspect (The SAE morphology of using
the verb have to mark perfect aspect does not apply in Aboriginal English), and
"other". The syntactic features highlighted are existential clauses (Aboriginal English
avoids the verb be and structures like There is/was which depend on it), passive
constructions (Again, with the avoidance of the verb be, Aboriginal English does not
express passives in the SAE way), non S-V-0 (Aboriginal English is less inclined to
depart from the basic subject-verb-object sentence order than is SAE), clause
concatenation (Aboriginal English prefers simple sentences and does not embed
clauses in the same way as SAE), pre-posed adjectives (Aboriginal English does not
normally tolerate more than one adjective before the noun), and "other". The form
also allows for features of reference (involving personal pronouns or other means) and
vocabulary (abstractions or other) to be picked up, and has a final "other" category for
any important linguistic features which may not have been noted under the other
headings.
With respect to the morphology, the analysis revealed that the basic literacy materials
examined (9 texts, all designed with young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
readers in mind) posed few problems for their intended readers, but that all other
genres tended to use most of the morphological features which we had isolated as
potentially posing problems. Among the 9 literacy extension texts, 7 used the relative
pronoun (6 who, 1 that), 2 used superlative adjectives, 6 used verb conditional forms
and 6 used forms of the perfect tense/aspect. Only one text, Olive Python Dreaming,
devised particularly for bidialectal education, used no morphology which Aboriginal
readers might have found unfamiliar. The fiction texts (2 fiction and 3 fiction/picture
book) all used a range of morphology not found in Aboriginal English, with the
number of potentially difficult forms no fewer in the texts specifically devised for
Aboriginal readers (texts 29 and 35) than in the others. The perfect aspect was used in
4 of the 5 texts, conditional structures in all 5 and superlative adjectives in 2. Five of
the texts analysed retold traditional Aboriginal narratives. All of these used
morphology which would have been difficult for many Aboriginal readers to interpret.
All used the conditional as a basic narrative device, since it was used not only to
express conditional meaning (as in If you should climb up a tree ... ) but to express
habitual action (as in Dirrangun would sit in the torrent ... ). All also used the perfect
Four Aboriginal Studies texts were
and the relative pronoun (3 who, 2 which).
included in the sample, and they were all morphologically problematic for Aboriginal
English speakers, involving the use of relative pronouns (2 texts), superlative
adjectives (3 texts), conditional structures (3 texts) and perfect aspect (3 texts). Three
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Society and Environment texts were analysed, two of which were devised as text
books to meet secondary curriculum requirements. These, like the other texts
examined, made liberal use of conditional and perfect structures. Some structures
involved more than one morphological difficulty, as in would have been. One
apparently simple mathematics handout included the superlative adjective (the
shortest amount) as well as the perfect aspect.
If the morphology of the texts provided obstacles for the Aboriginal English speaking
reader, this was even more the case with respect to the syntax. Overall, of the 36 texts
included in the linguistic analysis, there were only two which did not exhibit
structures which could have provided difficulties for Aboriginal English speaking
students. Embedded structures were found in 24 of the texts, multiple attributive
adjectives in 20, passive structures in 19, existential clauses in 18, non-SVO
structures in 17 and an unexpectedly common structure, the contingent -ing clause
(not present in Aboriginal English) in 8. Some examples of this latter structure are as
follows:
They spent many hours wandering and exploring, coming home only
when hung1y. (Text 15)
Noongar showed the Wedje1a their boodjar, and they wangkiny to
them, telling them important things. (Text 39)
She'd cheer us on, hoping we'd win. (Text 35)
He threw this over the whirlwind, trapping it inside. (Text 7).
Embedding was common across all text types except fiction, even occurring in 5 of
the 9 basic readers. It was an un~xpected f'inding that passive structures- usually
associated with impersonal and scientific writing - were common in these materials
intended for children.
Another finding which may be unexpected is that the most complex structures seem to
be most concentrated in text types intended to reach Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander readers, in particular Traditional Narratives and Aboriginal Studies texts. The
following examples are taken from the five Traditional Narratives which were
included in the texts analysed:
Existential Clauses
This son-in-law was a buloogan ...
There was no escape for ...
It was very late in the day when ...
There must always be day ...
There's the entrance tunnel ...

(Text 5)
(Text 7)
(Text 8)
(Text 32)
(Text 40)

Embedding
While .. .
... when .. .
.. . that .. .
While ... As ...

(Text 5)
(Text 7)
(Text 8)
(Text 32)
(Text 40)

.. .she was turned into stone
They are easily recognized ...
Hunters are said to seek its help

(Text 5)
(Text 7)
(Text 8)

... so .. .

Passive
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(Text 40)

Timaras could be seen helping ...

Non-SVO Ordering
There she sat until the flood rose
(Text 5)
No sooner had Gartuk climbed the trunk... (Text 7)
No sooner had he done this than... (Text 8)
Long long ago, in the East, behind the world, there lived two suns (Text 32)
Against the flames she saw the shadowy figures of the Quinkins. (Text 40)
Multiple Attributive Adjectives
... a sudden eerie quiet ...
the great creative spirit
the little black li:::ard

(Text 7)
(Text 8)
(Text 40)

Contingent -ing Clauses
He threw this over the whirlwind, trapping it inside
Tajerr ... climbed dovvn the tree, leaving all the tarnuks
... she took off into space to escape him, getting hotter
and hotter as she climbed

(Text 7)
(Text 8)
(Text 32).

In one sentence in Text 40, the subject was not mentioned until 26 words into the
sentence: Long, long ago in Australia, during the high summer when the bloodwood
trees were flowering and the air was sweet with the perfitme of the blossoms, Ngali
and his sister Mayli had a hunger for honey.
In the course of the analyses it became clear that certain structures which are alien to
Aboriginal English are closely associated with certain genres, and one of these genres
is the Western form of traditional storytelling. Thus, ironically, when Aboriginal
content is being communicated, the form of communication may be such as to
multiply the number of stylistic narrative effects which are used which are unfamiliar
to Aboriginal English speakers. These stylistic features, like the No sooner had ...
suspensory structure, or the attributive use of the passive Hunters are said to ... , or the
cumulative use of attributive adjectives can easily be avoided by narrators, but it
seems clear that the authors of the materials analysed here were unaware of the
significance of the language they were using for the comprehension of an Aboriginal
audience/readership.
The syntactic complexity of the Aboriginal Studies texts should also be noted.
Expository material relating to Aboriginal culture seems often to invite the use of the
passive, both to describe the Aboriginal people as victims of anonymous authorities
( ... children were taken ... ) and to describe traditional activities carried out by
Aboriginal people of the past ( ... the boomerangs were shaped ... ; coolamons were
carved ... ). Such material also seems to abound in attributive. adjectives (traditional
sacred sites; a huge red rock; a curiously carved angled stick). Again, it is selfdefeating to produce materials to include Aboriginal life and culture in the education
process but to effectively exclude many Aboriginal readers by the language used for
such materials.
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With respect to vocabulary, there was considerable vanatwn between texts. The
incorporation of Aboriginal English vocabulary into the texts was rare. The
exceptional cases were some basic literacy materials which used expressions like our
mob; bush tucker (Text 9) and stay, meaning 'live' (Text 37) and literacy extension or
picture book materials with Aboriginal content, e.g. that place is his country; story
place; cousin-sister; a really big growling (Text 2); oldies, humpies (Text 35). One
fiction text (Text 29) used a number of tenns of special significance to Aboriginal
readers (hairy man; deadly; fella; you mob; a flogging; tucker; gubbah; dreaming;
shame; shame job). The use of these terms was contextually appropriate and they
were greatly appreciated by Aboriginal reviewers. This text was the only one which
used Aboriginal English words for the dialogue of an Aboriginal character in a story,
though there was one story in an anthology (Text 25) which dealt with colonial times
and included an Aboriginal character who expressed himself in an approximation to
Aboriginal English, which might have been recognized by speakers of the dialect as a
stereotype: Him bin best hunter. Best spear fisherman. Best Law man. That fella- very
old (p. 34). The general pattern was for Aboriginal characters to be represented as
speaking Standard English even in Aboriginal contexts. One text (Text 20) contained
an entire story in Aboriginal English, with parallel versions in Yindjibamdi and
Standard Australian English. The introduction of Aboriginal language words into
texts was rare, and when it occurred (Texts 38, 39), translations were given.
For some Aboriginal readers the vocabulary in the texts might have caused problems.
There was some literary language (e.g. outspread (Text 5); we're quiet yet proud
(Text 36), a raucous chorus (Text 3)), some abstract language (e.g. legal rights
(Text 21), imbalance (Text 31), ideology (Text 4), emotive issue (Text 1)), some
language from specific registers, e.g. placental mammals, monotreme, marsupial
(Text 26), hypno-therapist, cryptanalyst (Text 24). In some cases, words used with a
Standard Australian English meaning could have been differently interpreted by
Aboriginal English speakers because they are false cognates across the dialects. To
some Aboriginal English speakers wandering (Text 15) can be identified with
wondering. The expression with each other, repeatedly used in Text 16, might to
some Aboriginal readers, carry sexual connotations. However, overall the materials
employed vocabulary which would have been generally accessible.
Another potential linguistic problem which emerged was the frequent use in some of
the materials of elisions which characteristically do not occur in Aboriginal English,
e.g. There's; we're; I've; she's.
Discourse/Text/Sociolinguistic Analysis
The intention of the Discourse/Text/Sociolinguistic Analysis was to consider the ways
in which the .q1aterials, as texts, might promote involvement and inclusion among
Aboriginal and TmTes Strait Islander readers. It is known from recent research carried
out by some of the authors (e.g. Malcolm 2001 b) that Aboriginal English speakers
find the Recount a particularly appropriate form of expression and use it to perform a
range of discoursal and social functions. The familiarity of Aboriginal English
speakers with some of the other genres of SAE is more open to question. Some
genres (such as Question-and-Answer and Quiz) might be much less appealing to
Indigenous students than to others, since they assume speech acts which are more
pervasive in non-Aboriginal than in Aboriginal society.
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Other considerations in developing the schedule for the analysis of the texts at this
level were the question of the positioning of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people in the materials, through reference devices, the conventions used for the
construction of text and the involvement of the reader, and the ways in which
linguistic variation was recognized, or otherwise, in the texts.
The 36 materials subjected to this level of analysis were of 7 main gemes:
Narrative
13
Recount
7
Multiple (Anthology)
6
Expository
5
Procedure/Instructions
3
Verse
1.
Alphabet Book
The recount was the commonest geme in the Basic Literacy materials, multiple gemes
in the Literacy Extension materials, the narrative in the Traditional and Fiction
materials and expository in the Aboriginal Studies and Society and Environment
materials. The latter categories included most of the books oriented to secondary
school students. In some cases materials represented blended gemes. For example the
Alphabet Book and one of the narratives had a number of features of a recount. It was
not uncommon for narrative materials, especially those telling traditional Aboriginal
stories, to include an expository component at the beginning or end, introducing the
context of the story or driving home the moral. The anthologies among the Literacy
Extension materials included a wide range of gemes, loosely connected thematically.
Some of the gemes incorporated included narrative, expository, question-and-answer,
quiz, proforma, dot point notes, songs, poetry, comics and regulations. Such a mix of
gemes might be confusing to inexperienced readers, though, with appropriate teacher
guidance it might also contribute to the development of diversified reading strategies.
It is consistent with principles of two-way bidialectal education (Malcolm et al 1999)
that, while having their community-based gemes recognized, Indigenous students
should be exposed to texts in a range of gemes, but that they should be given
appropriate support in extending their repertoire of gemes.
Perhaps the key discourse feature affecting the inclusivity of materials from the point
of view of Indigenous readers is the way in which Indigenous persons are positioned.
Are they included with the author (i.e., first person, or implied inclusive third person),
are they viewed as "other" (i.e. implied exclusive third person), or is their existence
simply ignored? In the materials assessed all these possibilities were in evidence. A
little over half the materials positioned the Indigenous reader inclusively; just under
one quarter treated the Indigenous person as "other" and the remainder either did not
mention Indigenous people or did not mention people at all. Most of the basic literacy
materials used the first person plural, thus confonning to the common Aboriginal
English pattern of the jointly narrated recount. One of the ·texts, focusing on an
Aboriginal boy, alternated between presenting his first person discourse (in red) and
the anonymous author's third person discourse (in black). In the literacy extension
materials only two out of 9 materials consistently positioned the Indigenous person
inclusively, and these were materials specifically designed for Indigenous readers.
The extent of exclusion of Indigenous people was sometimes blatant, as in Text 21
where the content was Australian and there was a section "My Country", or in Text
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24, which had a story taking place in Alice Springs where no reference was made to
Indigenous people and Uluru was called "Ayers Rock." Text 22 included a narrative
on early settlement which made no reference to Indigenous people and another which
made a passing reference to "the Aborigines." While the Traditional Narratives,
were, of course, framed within an exclusively Indigenous context, one was put within
a wider non-Indigenous frame by the inclusion of an expository introduction which
treated Indigenous people in the third person. The Aboriginal Studies materials and
the textbooks on Society and Environment, though expressing positive attitudes
towards Aboriginal culture did so from a perspective which treated Indigenous people
as "other." Text 6, in discussing Aboriginal artefacts, foregrounded the nonAboriginal Australian Bill Harney, presenting him as a famous writer who lived with
the Aborigines, potentially inviting the inference that the non-Aboriginal person's
accomplishment upstaged that of the Aboriginal people. It was evident that the
positioning of Indigenous people is not only accomplished verbally. Some texts (e.g.
9, 12) strengthened the sense of inclusiveness by including pictures of the Indigenous
people with whom they were concerned.
The discourse of the texts was analysed with respect to the discourse markers and
discourse strategies employed, to see if these would favour involvement of the
Indigenous reader. Despite their Indigenous content, many texts employed discourse
markers and strategies which aligned them with literary and pedagogical traditions.
The default code was almost always SAE and the default style was almost always the
literate Western tradition. Discourse markers most commonly present were those
which marked structural units of narration such as introducers, e.g Long ago; first,
chronological sequence markers, e.g. On Friday afternoon; that evening; next; the
next morning; no sooner had ... than ... ; after many days, complication markers, e.g.
But ... , and conclusion markers, e.g. at last; finally, and solution/evaluation markers,
e.g. Ever since that time ... ; So. Many texts, especially those oriented towards
secondary school students, used print conventions to mark discourse sections, e.g.
bold print, headings, numbering. Exceptions to this rule were texts which incorporated
discourse markers common to Aboriginal English, such as a pre-narrative, I'll tell you
a story ... (Text 2) ; a traditional identification, Long , long ago in the Yindjibarndi
Dreaming ... (Text 20); affiliation tags, Thought you'd like that, mate (Text 29) and
confirmation elicitation tags, ... didn't you mate, eh! (Text 29).
With respect to discourse strategies, texts varied between those which were heavily
print-dominated and those which attempted to follow an interactional style. The
secondary school textbook materials were, understandably, the most lexically dense,
presenting large amounts of information in academic style, sometimes supported by
tables, cartoons and pictures. To the extent that there was interaction, it consisted of a
kind of surrogate teacher-talk, heavy in imperatives and interrogatives (e.g. Texts 4,
19, 31 ). This teacher-talk style persisted in some materials which, otherwise, had an
inforn1al appearance (e.g. Texts 1, 12, 21, 26, 30). On the other hand, many of the
materials incorporated discourse strategies which are strongly in evidence in
Aboriginal English discourse, e.g. unintroduced direct speech (Text 9); structural
repetition (Texts 9, 15, 17, 20, 27, 29, 36, 37); lexical repetition (Texts 3, 20,37);
naming of participants (Texts 2, 29); pre-informing, e.g. And you know what? (Text
29); attribution (Text 3); parallelism (Text 3). Some texts attempted to simulate oral
interaction strategies in somewhat artificial ways which might have been confusing to
the inexperienced reader who is seeking to learn how to differentiate written from
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spoken discourse. Some examples of this are: And the third choice? Wait for
it ... SCHOOL UNIFORNJ (Text 21); [after an expository beginning] Did you know
that the wombat and koala are close relatives? (Text 26); [after describing an
unintended happening] Oh well! (Text 35); [after an informative passage in academic
style] I wonder what information will be available ... (Text 6).
The management of linguistic variation was not a concem in many of the materials,
which simply assumed the universal applicability and accessibility of SAE. Some
texts did employ occasional code switching into reduced syntax (Text 9), nonstandard non-Aboriginal English (Text 22), Aboriginal English (Text 25) or an
Aboriginal language (Texts 1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 31). Two of the texts analysed (38 and 39)
mixed Aboriginal language and English codes in an apparently random way,
providing a bilingual text which could only be understood by reference to translations
provided in footnotes or a glossary. A tendency which we would question was for
Aboriginal speakers in Aboriginal contexts to be represented as speaking SAE rather
than Aboriginal English (Texts 2, 7, 40). One Society and Environment text (4)
includes a chapter on language which gives no indication of the existence of
Aboriginal English.

Conceptual-Cultural Analysis
There is increasing evidence from the interactive analysis of Aboriginal English texts
with Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal analysts (e.g. Malcolm et al 1999; Malcolm and
Rochecouste 2000; Malcolm 2001 b; Malcolm and Shmifian 2002) that the dialectal
differences which differentiate SAE and Aboriginal English entail significant
conceptual differences. The systematic study of conceptualization in language has
developed rapidly over the past decade, bringing into existence the new disciplinary
fields of cognitive linguistics and cultural linguistics. These fields of study assume
that language, while being a social phenomenon, can only be accounted for if its
conceptual dimension is seen as central. Cultural linguistics (Palmer 1996) attempts to
bring together insights which come from the cognitive linguistic emphasis on the
interrelationships between language and conceptualization with the cultural insights
which come from the social embeddedness of language as studied in sociolinguistics
and the ethnography of communication.
Fundamental to cultural linguistics is the view that cultural imagery, maintained in the
minds of members of cultural groups, pervades all aspects of their lives, including
linguistic and non-linguistic phenomena. In order to account for the ways in which
cultural imagery is maintained in life and language, a number of key concepts have
been developed. Three fundamental concepts are: categories, schemas and metaphor.
Without attempting to define these concepts in a complete sense, we can distinguish
them for the purpose of what is to follow by saying that categories are the ways of
dividing up experience that have evolved among different cultural groups; schemas
are pre-packaged mental expectations about the nature and operation of phenomena,
including social phenomena, and metaphor is the result of conceptual mapping from
one domain to another. Many of the processes which underlie experiencing and
expressing a culture may be related to these three concepts.
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Research at the Centre for Applied Language and Literacy Research at Edith Cowan
University (referred to above) has helped to show that the cultural differentiation
which is apparent across different languages may also exist across dialects of one
language. With respect to Aboriginal English it has been argued that speakers of
Aboriginal English are guided by different categories, schemas and metaphors than
are speakers of Standard Australian English. The kinds of categories, schemas and
metaphors which are being analysed in work in progress have been distinguished as
follows:

Conceptual Macro-analysis

major categories

schemas

Event/story

proposition

metaphors

1mage

orientation

lCOlllC

For the purposes of the present study we have selected out category, schema
(event/story and proposition), image and metaphor as the essential elements in the
analysis (We shall not be concerned with sub-categorizations of image). In examining
the materials we have first considered the categories which are assumed, then the
event or story schema/s (or script/s) which underlie/s the discourse, then the
proposition schemas (i.e., assumed normative knowledge), then the schema-related
images, then the metaphors.
For the 28 texts which were subjected to a Conceptual-Cultural analysis all the major
categories on which the discourse depended were listed. Some 287 categories were
noted, including those concerned with time and space (dusk, down by the river),
enviromnental features (mulga trees, leaves, gully, torrent, quandong, high tide),
native fauna (lizard, kangaroo, Witchetty grubs, carpet snake, frog), non-native fauna
(e.g. rabbit, dog), spirituality (ghost, witch, spirit ancestor, devil), contemporary
community life (camp, family, cousin sister, veranda, bush tucker, gran, sacred site,
playing games, riding bikes), Indigenous heritage (boomerang, spear, throwing stick),
history (settlers' invasion, inspection day, Eddie Nfabo),the school domain (school
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bus. jellybean. show off, nudging), academic learning (marsupial, monotreme,
unjumble, 'wa 'sound, nodes, dimension).

A full analysis of the categories represented and their significance across cultures
would entail an additional research project. Some brief comments can, however, be
we found a difference between contextualized and
made. One is that
decontextualized categories. Some materials dealt with phenomena which were
observed as individualized instances, often with photographs to accompany the text.
Others used words like kangaroo or guinea pig or sport or warrior as abstractions, or
even (as in phonics worksheets- Text 34) as objects of metalinguistic focus. There
were, then, categorizations which were no more than categorizations, as opposed to
categorizations which were experiential instances. Aboriginal English is
predominantly used to express the latter; academic learning often focuses on the
fonner. This is one of the areas where a bridge needs to be made between the use of
categories in different ways. Another observation is that some categories are quite
localized. Tern1s like spinifex, mulga trees, ghost gum tree (Text 20) will relate more
to the experience of Indigenous students from regions like the Pilbara than to others;
tenns Witchetty grubs and yabbies (Text 35) are so-named in Eastern Australia but
have different designations in Western Australia. On the other hand, tern1s like hairy
men (Text 29) and Quinkins (Text 40), although used in different places to refer to
similar referents, are quickly recognizable, if used in context, because of the salience
of the common schema, possessed by Indigenous people, to which they relate. A third
consideration, with respect to categories, is that some items which we isolated
actually represent cross-cultural blends. Such words include, for example, witch,
mischief. cursing (Text 5), monster (Text 12), shy (Text 36) and shame (Text 29).
Teachers using texts need to be aware of the context-dependence of these words, and
of their vulnerability to cross-cultural misinterpretation.
Schemas, as organizing principles for experience, were identified in all texts. A total
of 34 schemas were listed, some of which could be seen to be macro, in the sense that
they may incorporate many sub-schemas. The most pervasive schemas observed in
the data were the Creation Story (9 texts), Hunting (8 texts), and Family (7 texts).
Others occurring less frequently, but more thari once, were Camping (2 texts), School
(3 texts) and Aboriginal History (2 texts). Overall, the schemas in the texts analysed
were compatible with those which have emerged in studies of spontaneous discourse
by Aboriginal speakers (e.g. Malcolm 2001b) and therefore show the texts as
conceptually inclusive for Aboriginal students.
A total of 34 proposition schemas, i.e., implied knowledge about life, could be
inferred from the texts, and these were overwhelmingly supportive of an Indigenous
world view. Some of these schemas occurred in up to five different texts. The
proposition schemas were:
It is good to observe your environment to sense·signs and messages
(Texts 2, 5, 14)
Kids need to watch and experience to learn (Text 15)
Kids have to do things together (Texts 15, 16)
You have to be with your own m.ob (Texts 17, 29, 35, 36, 37)
You can find and prepare food in the environment ifyou have been
shown how (Texts 17, 35)
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We all have to collaborate to get something done (Text 17)
Mob members must always help each other (Text 29, 37)
There are Aboriginal stories about various places (Text 38)
We must learn important things about our land (Text 39)
Extended family members spend a lot of time together and do things
together (Text 2)
Visiting certain places has fatal consequences because they are
associated with Dreamtime spirits (Text 2)
Animals may get their habits from the battles in the Dreamtime (Text
20)
It is good to make sure the listener understands you (Text 33)
There is light at the end of the tunnel (Text 3)
It is good to look after animals (Text 35)
lfyou need something, make it out of what you've got (Text 35)
Everything is there for eve1yone (Text 35)
Animals, humans and the land are one thing and they all belong to the
mother Earth (Text 29)
Ancestor spirits made the Lavv.for us and told us how to live (Text 29)
Fire can keep bad spirits away (Text 29)
Wrong doing has fatal consequences (Text 5)
People should share what they have with others who need it
(Texts 7, 8)
People should know what to eat and what not to eat (Text 7)
Brealdng Aboriginal Law could bring harm to everyone (Text 8)
Some people have a healing power (Text 11)
Things like day and night were not always there (Text 32)
Some things were created out of conflicts (Text 32)
There are good spirits and bad spirits (Text 40
Tools for survival can be made out of things in nature (Text 29)
Family members must defend each other (Text 12)
You must never be greedy and dishonest (Text 12)
Some places are sacred and secret. Only men can go there. (Text 12)
We have to learn to be active citizens (Text 4)
Life should be made fair for eve1ybody living in W.A. (Text 19)
On the basis of the analysis of proposition schemas, it is clear that the materials
analysed reflect widely-held Aboriginal understandings, many of which are shared to
a greater or lesser extent in the wider community. The materials are, then, generally
inclusive on this dimension.
A small number of image schemas were identified in the materials, including the
image of rain as a drummer, beating out a rhythm (Text 3), silence as a liquid (Silence
spreads and stiffocates everything like a blanket, Text 3), the sign X as a railway
crossing (Text 35), people, land and animals as all one (Text 29), particular rocks as
the bodies of two ancestors (Text 29), a particular stone as a person living in the
Dreamtime, e.g. Dirrangan (Text 5), three stars as the Bannbarmbult brothers together
with Gartuk (Text 7), rocks identified as a man's and a woman's rock (Text 11), dot
and circle art as a representation of life (Text 31), people as builders of a nation (Text
19), numbers following a straight linear path (Text 30), mathematical operations
causing numbers to move (Text 30). These images all relate to schemas which they
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evoke. For example, a rock in a particular shape invokes the person whose form it, in
pari, retains, and this person is part of a Dreamtime schema. In the case of silence
being a liquid (an image from a text by a non-Indigenous writer), the target domain is
the silence, but it is evoked by way of a primary (bodily experience-based) source
domain, which is the individual's experience ofliquids.
Metaphors identified within the texts (apart from those deducible from what has been
said above) include hearts meaning people, the expression hearts coming together
(this is a case of metonymy, by a process of conceptual mapping, a component of a
human being is used to represent a human being) (Text 39), rough sea, swallowed up
in quicksand (Text 2), her heart jumped; hair standing on end; she marched her over;
put someone right; twisting the words; down in the dumps: ringing in her ears;
ganging up on someone; keep back her tears (Text 33), shed a few tears (Text 35);
sA:-in prickles with goosebumps; cattle bellowing, c1ying of their thirst and hunger;
cicadas calling for rain; frogs cheering and croaA_ing out a raucous chorus: heat
washed out of the day (Text 3), fat and juicy place; wind crying; tree bleeding and
being hurt; fat fish: the land speaks (Text 29); the flood swept her; mouth of the river:
water is coming (Text 5), two rock hills rise up: the swans and the ducks were oying
(Text .11) and a big fat mother sun and a little daughter sun.
The children
encountering these texts are coming across metaphors of mixed origin. Some are
maintained in Indigenous discourse, some in non-Indigenous English discourse, and
some are being used by the authors for the first time. Metaphor is an instrument of
thought which helps us to explore dimensions of experience. It is used differently
across cultures and in some cases it is likely that students will need some support in
understanding the conceptual mapping that is implied.
Overall, the conceptual analysis shows that there is much overlap between the kinds
of conceptualizations to which Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students may
have access and those that are represented in the materials examined, though teachers
need constantly to be aware of the fact that apparently common language cannot be
taken to mean common conceptualizations across cultural groups.
Pedgaogical Analysis
31 of the materials were assessed by an Aboriginal and a non-Aboriginal educator to
determine their potential for pedagogical use. An analysis proforma was designed
(Appendix J) which listed 12 general criteria applicable to all materials and some
additional criteria were used for materials in particular categories, such as Early
Childhood, Picture Book and Traditional.
The criteria, used in the analysis related to key issues from a pedagogical point of
view, including the authenticity of the language used, the relevance of the materials to
the non-school experience of the readers, the extent to which learning needs were
addressed and the support offered to the learner· (by way of information and
presentation). Assessors wrote comments on each criteriori and gave inclusivity
assessments in relation to the criteria.
The pedagogical analyses need to be interpreted in the light of the information already
obtained from the Workshop component, that the assessors of the materials
(especially the Aboriginal assessors) tended to consider that any materials are only as
good as the teacher who uses them.
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Since the comments made in the pedagogical analyses are so closely related to the
specific characteristics of the texts examined, and since these characteristics cannot be
as easily reproduced as the features in the other three levels of analysis, a
comprehensive report on the pedagogical analyses cmmot be made here. Rather, the
overall inclusivity assessments will be discussed and three of the dimensions will be
selected for particular comment.
Overall, of the 31 materials assessed, 15 were given an unqualified rating as inclusive.
from a pedagogical point of view: Another 6 were seen to be mostly inclusive, but had
shortcomings in one or other area, most commonly the naturalness of the language
employed. Two materials were assessed as mostly exclusive, 6 as exclusive and two
left the assessors undecided.
The materials which were assessed as exclusive were Texts 1, 23, 26, 33, 34 and 39.
Three of these (1, 26 and 34) consisted of handouts for Aboriginal Studies, English
and Phonics, used with secondary school students and contained largely
decontextualized exercises. One was a thematically arranged literacy extension
anthology. The other two were materials intended for Aboriginal students but not well
designed in tenns of pedagogy.
The first criterion on which the assessments were based was that of the materials'
authenticity of intent- that is, did they involve real communication or were they more
or less meaningless pedagogical exercises? Most of the materials were judged to pass
on this c1iterion, in that they involved authentic communication of ideas. In some
cases it was noted that pedagogical concerns were apparent in the ways in which the
language was manipulated (e.g. Text 15) , however the communicative aim was real
as well. A few materials (e.g. Texts 18, 26, 27, 30, 33 and 38) were seen to have an
almost unique focus either on skills development or on matters of behaviour
management.
Materials were also assessed on whether or not they were relevant to the life
experience of Indigenous students. This might be shown in the topics raised, the
contexts represented, the underlying cultural· assumptions and the kinds of activity
involved. Some 22 texts were assessed as passing on this criterion. Where they did
not, it was often because the focus was exclusively on traditional Aboriginal life or
because the Aboriginal people represented were viewed from within a non-Aboriginal
frame, or because the subject matter had little in common with the experience of
Indigenous students.
The other criterion we shall comment on is that of limiting factors. Assessors were
asked to note what factors in the materials might limit their readership. A number of
factors were isolated, including age (some materials could appeal only to a limited age
range), language (usually the difficulty level of the language was seen as excluding
some students), the topics (seen to be designed for non-Aboriginal readers) and the
associated tasks (seen to be unnatural or unmotivating).
Overall, the pedagogical assessments showed that the materials, though perhaps
deficient on other criteria (linguistic, discoursal or conceptual) were, at least in 3
cases out of four, seen to be of pedagogical usefulness. This is, of course, still less
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than what one would have hoped, in that they had been passed on to us for assessment
because they were routinely being used in the schools concerned.

Implications
This study has implications in two main areas: materials development and pedagogy.
These may be briefly summarized as follows:
a) Implications for materials development:
i. Linguistic principles

consonance across dialects
consistency within dialects
controlled introduction of the standard
dialect
ii. Sociolinguistic/discoursal principles appropriateness of dialect selection
appropriateness of dialect use
inclusive positioning of the Indigenous
speaker
iii. Conceptual/cultural principles - accessibility of major categories and
Imagery
accessibility of story/event schemas
accessibility of proposition schemas
iv. Pedagogical principles
authenticity of communication
adaptability to pedagogical exploitation
approachability for the learner

b) Implications for pedagogy
1.
Materials which have Indigenous focus are not necessarily inclusive, in
that inclusivity is shown in linguistic choices not only content.
11.
Materials concerned with non-Indigenous learning are not necessarily
exclusive in that Aboriginal students want to be seen as included in the
wider world.
111.
Indigenous educators need to be involved in materials evaluation and
selection.
IV.
By using critical pedagogical approaches teachers can make good use of
materials even where they are exclusive of Indigenous perspectives.
v.
Most materials currently available require the teacher (with the help of
students and AIEOs) to make the link with Aboriginal English as it exists
in the lives of contemporary Aboriginal people.
VI.
The uneveimess of the present availability of inclusive materials leaves
room for two-way materials development involving Aboriginal and nonAboriginal educators.
The present state of materials provision, if this study is any indication, is that it is
uneven and, for the most part, assuming that Aboriginal English will have no place in
the education system. If two-way bidialectal approaches are to be more widely
adopted it is highly desirable for new materials to be developed which will no longer
exclude Indigenous students on the basis of the way in which English is used. This
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means, at the very least, that the matter of consonance across dialects must be
considered, even if materials do not use Aboriginal English. For this, materials
developers need to have a close familiarity with Aboriginal English in its linguistic,
discoursal, conceptual and pedagogical dimensions. It is equally necessary that
teachers acquire this kind of familiarity if they are to make the best use not only of
such new generation materials but also of existing materials.
A Model For Materials Evaluation By Teachers

Overall lnclusivity Assessment
The outline which was developed for this research (Appendix C) provides a viable
starting point for teachers in being their own materials evaluators. It is offered here as
a model that teachers can use and, where necessary modify according to their local
circumstances. It is strongly recommended that teachers should seek the involvement
of Indigenous colleagues in all evaluation of materials which will be used with
Indigenous students, and that they do not only evaluate materials which have been
specifically designed for Indigenous learners but all materials that these learners will
need to use. Once materials have been evaluated, the evaluations can be used both to
influence authors and distributors of materials to make materials more inclusive and
to guide the teacher in making whatever pedagogical adjustments are necessary for
their own use of the materials.
Detailed Assessments
For teachers who are interested in going deeper, it is recommended that they take the
four proformas in Appendices G, H, I and J as a starting point for analysis of relevant
linguistic, discoursal, conceptual and pedagogical aspects of texts. It is recognized
that these analyses (especially the first three levels) imply a certain amount of
teclmical and theoretical knowledge. In view of this, it would seem appropriate for
teachers to seek the help of colleagues with linguistic training, or seek to have their
schools provide professional development which will enable themselves and their
colleagues to upgrade their skills in these areas.
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Appendix A: Workshop Program, Day 1

rrfie Yl13C of 7'wo-Way Literacy and Learning
Second Two-Way Teams Train the Trainer Professional
Development
24 & 25 September2001
Metro Inn, South Perth
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mm

Two-Way
Teams·

20
mm

Groups of
four: two
Two-Way
Teams

5
mm

10
mm
5
mm
Groups of
eight:

15
mm

What is Aboriginal Culture?
What are bidialectal outcomes for all students in
schools?
Collect notes taken by notetaker
; >
,'', .•
.· ..
Day One, Sessibn Two
Introduce rotating group task

,.

k with
Question

.'·.· . :·:· >•:, .:. '< .
Patsy

General discussion
Issues from the floor to be addressed by Ian, Glenys,
Patsy or any other relevant person.
Additional observations- anyone

Observation
s: Ian, Patsy,
Glenys,
anyone else?

Elaboration to above, additional background to the
project?
Individual reflection
In an ideal world, what would literacy materials look
like?
Participants engage in free writing .
In groups of four, share their reflections with others,
Appoint a note taker to feed back for the table

A, 8 and

c

Framewor
ks with
questions
on tables

Patsy

n

'

Groups of
eight:
four TwoWay
Teams

..

.

,

Ellen?

..'.,,

3
mm

3
mm
5
mm

lndi vidual

Ellen/
Patsy?

H/0
Sheet
(A3) with
question:
18 sheets
-9 groups
Aborigina
I and nine
non
Aborigina
I response

Helen T

·.

Groups of
four:
Aborigina
l and nonAborigina
1 separate

15
mm

5
mm
30
mm

Pairs:
Aborigina
I and nonAborigina
I separate
;

'.

As above
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30
mm

Ian? Farzad?

Pick one resource to evaluate in pairs, using the
checklist provided

Preparation of reports
Two big groups- Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal to
prepare report for the plenary group to follow (Each
team leader to work with 12 people in different
comers of the room.

5
mm
30
mm

Organise
groups:
Aborigina
I and nonAborigina
I separate
tables

Jan

..·.

.

Plenary
group

.·.·

::

Introduce Checklist

Day One, Session Four
Continuation of last task

;

Patsy

Rotating group around three tables:
Table A, table 8 and table C
What are some examples of the three stages of twoway bidialectal education you have observed in
schools and throughout your district? (A,8,C)

......
Day One, Session Three
Introduction of next activity- How materials are
congruent with principles and practices identified so
far as salient in Aboriginal English learners

4 TwoWay
Teams

Genys,
Louella and
Eva lead
Aboriginal
group; Ian,
Farzad and

35
Aborigina
I and 35
non
Aborigina
I in

·.

,,

15
mm
30
mm

Plenary group - Short summary of reports, feedback,
discussion
Close of the day

35

Ellen lead
non
Aboriginal
group
All leaders
above
Patsy,
Glenys

breakawa
y room

plenary

15
mm

5
mm

Appendix B: Ideal Literacy Materials Summary
IDEAL LITERACY MATERIALS: RESPONSES OF ABORIGINAL and NON
ABORIGINAL GROUPS
Key: ( ) Aboriginal groups
{_} non Aboriginal groups
• Inclusivity
II
1'
l _f
- world views
{ll}
-culture, race and gender[ no stereotypes]
-class
{l}
(h) of all types of Aboriginal culture

(111111)

{1111111}

{l}

(h)

(1)
valued in selection of materials {l}

-no assumptions [Watjela's way is right]
- standard and non-standard approaches
(h) Two way (11)
(h) assumptions of text explored to assist
engagement of children
{l]
(h) element of choice for kids ( 1)

• Input
- Value what Aboriginal kids bring to
schools ( 111)
(h) Aboriginal people have input ( 1111)
-Inspiring Aboriginal & non Aboriginal
w1iters
{l}
- children, parents, AIEOs, teachers developing local, appropriate story
(h) who has final say: CO? local areas? (1)
- students develop own ( 1) {ll}
- authentic people giving input
- selection of material to be negotiated with students

texts ( 1)

• Relevance
{ 111111}
- relevant to experience & what they
value ( 111111)
-relevant to local area (urban/country etc.) (1111)
- relevant to age ( 11)
{l}
- relevant to ability level [structured learning] ( 11)
{llll}
(h) relevance to culture (1)·
- relevance to different leaming styles
( 11)
{ill}
(h) link to experience and challenge
them on
{ll}
(h) texts to include gaps for readers to
bring own experiences
{l}
• Development of functional & critialliteracy ( 1)
• Teachers
(h)
(h)

highly skilled (1)
innovative ( 1)
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{llll}

flexible (1)
understanding ( 1)
-aware of2-way literacy & recognize
(h)
(h)

prior learning/experiences

.fl\
l-J
(l 1}

- able to adapt texts

• Language
- Abo1iginal English & SAE materials ( 111)
(h) Traditional languages ( 111)
-Tapes, videos, CDs in Aboriginal English, traditional language, SAE (1)
-LOTE in language of the area as a subject (1)
(h) plain and simple English (11)
(h) realistic language ( 1)
-phonologically sound [based on
phonographics, not phonics ](1)
(h) multidialectal books, posters, tapes

{l}
- appropriate language
{l)
authentic language & in context {l}
(h) rich language, even in simple texts {l}

, (h)

• General features of material
planned (1)
'1 p
- flexible ( 1)
\_J
(h) student based ( 1)
(h) integrated [common base] ( 1)
(h) realistic ( 1)
(h) creative (1)
(h) challenging (1)
- challenging to beliefs
{l}
- can link across Curriculum framework but still maintain world views ( 1)
-hands on (1111)
{l)
- simple (1)
{ 11}
- able to encourage reader
{l}
- good headings
{lJ
-clear page layout
{l}
- good index
{l}
- model good writing
{l}
-interesting, engaging, motivating
{illll}
-high interest books for low level
learners
{l}
- contemporary
{l}
- accessible
{l)
- suitable grades for teachers {l}
etc]
- varied [books, own stories, teclmology
- availability
{l)
-enjoyable (fun)
{l}
- well researched
{l)
- well constmcted
{l}
- allow for individual & cooperative activities
'1}
l- promotes discussion
{ll}
(h)
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- stimulate creativity
{ll}
-stimulates 4 roles of reader {l}
- take account of top-down and bottom up
- attractive
{l}

knowledge

{l}

• Visual materials - lots of ( 1)
{11}
- Colourful materials ( 111) {l}
(h) colourful, no bad or evil things written (1)
-glossy pictures (1)
{l}
(h) diagrams (1)
• Pictorial ( 111)
{lllll}
(b) more picture stories for older students
as valid high school text ( 1)
• Oral form
- audio, videos, CDs ( 1111)
{l}
-oral literacy [Ab. And non Ab. Students]
• Music (11)

(1)

r(_J
11 i

• Games (1)

• More text types (posters, storyboard, etc)
dance, theature

{lilll}

• Humour (11)
- rhyme & repetition
• Stories

• Large
(b) big book (11)
(h) large font ( 1)
• Include teclmology
• Easier access to libraries

• No black line masters
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• materials to provide a bridge between oral language and written language,
Aboriginal English and standard English, the child's world and wider world
f11.
l-J
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Appendix C: Workshop lnclusivity Ratings Summary

How Inclusive is This lYiaterial?
Cultural background: (please circle) -------------Aboriginal---1---Non-Aboriginal-

N arne of text: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Reference (if available): -------------------------------------------------------------------------

(Please focus initially solely on the materials, not on what teachers might do with
them. ·where the question relates to teacher practice, assume the teacher is not
somebody with bidialectal training.)
Exclusive(-)

Questions
Does the content relate to Aboriginal experience? If yes.
how?
Comment: ............................................. .

Inclusive(+)

2

5

N/A

4

5

N/A

3

4

5

N/A

3

4

5

N/A

4

5

N/A

4

5

N/A

5

N/A

4

3

2.8

2a

Is the coverage giving fair representation to Aboriginal
cultures? If yes. give example(s)
Comment: ............................................. .

2

4

3

1.9
2b

3

4

Is there recognition of a contemporary Aboriginal
culture? If yes. give example(s)
Comment:: .......................................... .

(Where.
Is there representation of Aboriginal views?
how?)
Comment: ............................................. .

Can these materials contribute to the achievement of
bidialectal outcomes? (If yes. how?)
Comment: ............................................. .

2

3.5

2.1

2

3.7

3
3.5

Sa

Does the material offer opportunity for group
work? (lf
yes. how?)
Comment: ............................................. .

2

3

3.2 3.9

Sb

If yes, is cooperative activity favoured?
Comment: ............................................. .

2
2.4
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3

4
4.1

6.

Does the material use authentic language? (What
languages or varieties?)
Comment with examples:

3

5

N/A

4

5

N/A

4

5

N/A

4

5

N/A

4

5

N/A

4

2.2 2.7

7.

If Aboriginal English is used. is it given the same
respect as Standard English? (If yes, why, how?)
Comment: ............................................. .

3

2.7 3.3

8

Does the language communicate clearly? (Give examples.)
Comment: ............................................. .

2

3

3.5 4.1

9.

Are new concepts easily accessible to Abo1iginal
readers? (Explain)
Comment: ............................................. .

2

3

2.8 3.4

I 0. Does the layout (colour, design. etc) help Aboriginal
students? (If yes, how?)
Comment: ............................................. .

3

4.3

II. In your opinion, what outcomes will the material help achieve?

12a What do you think are the aims of these materials'?

12b Can the above aims be achieved by the material? (If possible, give examples)

Other comments:
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Appendix D: "Vorkshop Comments Summary
ABC Workshop Participants' Evaluations of Literacy Materials
(non-Aboriginal responses are in italics)
Question 1 Does the content relate to Aboriginal experience? If yes, how?
Mrs Wishy Washy

Cathy Freeman

Pet Problem

Story of Rosy Dock

2:
21:

Yes traditional storytelling-oral
(no answer)

4:

Telling Cathy's story and her rise to fame.

6:

(no ansvver)

9:
10:

Yes, it relates an aboriginal family experience.
Yes, about aboriginal family

14:

23:

Yes, natural sutToundings- seasons, weather, environment
It depicts natural surroundings, weather, etc seasons which
Aboriginal people use to predict happenings.

1"·

No because she's non-Aboriginal.

30:

Urban Aboriginals probably relate to Kylie through TV
experiences.

16:

22:

No not how any aboriginal home would be managed.
No- not what you'd see happening in an Aboriginal home.

18:

Yes. Before European settlement to settlement and native title.

19:

Yes, before European settlement ? settlement and native title

25:
34:

Tells it in a way I would expect having come from a
similar community.
AE is used throughout the book.

Growing up at Uluru

26:

Storybook on Aboriginal culture. Yes.

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

Stories abut Aboriginal people and their families.

A is for Aunty

31:

Pictures.

Pattems - Word Study 5

35:

Visual- but different words out of Aboriginal kids' experience are
used.

Which Jack

40:

Yes. Aboriginal English Two Way English.

Growing up in Kakadu

1:
37:

Does not describe total
Very traditional look at Aboriginal culture.

Pattems word study 3

7:

(no answer)

Eye spy- who am I

8:

No.

Bath Time

1:

The play activities relate to aboriginal kids but the fact that it was
assumed that they could have a bath and then eve1ything was okay,
could exclude some aboriginal children (embarrassment if they

Kylie Minogue

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

Aboriginal People Then
And Now: You and Me
Living Together

Going for Oysters
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don 't have a regular bath time or hot water)
Tom Cruise

12:

Family

IDJHIL

13:

Written as fiction but based on memories and experiences o.fpeople
still alive today

Extreme Sports

17:

Yes, if the aboriginal person surfs

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

Relevant to Aborigines ·with traditional knowledge and
understandings. Aboriginal language/lifestyle.

Society and Environment 24:

No.

Society & Environment
for W A (Heinemann)

32:

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

Improvement made over the decades but still room for development
of content.
Limited.

Wombat Stew

29:

Traditional aborigines would be familiar with these animals.

The Shape of the Land

33:

(no ans-vver)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

As it is to do with the environment, all children would relate to it.

A Python for a Pet

41:

(iw answer)

Question 2a Is the coverage giving fair representation to Aboriginal cultures? If
yes, give example(s)
Mrs Wishy Washy

2:
21:

(no answer)
(no answer)

Cathy Freeman

4:

6:

Discussing jndividuallife experience
Elite in person

Pet Problem

9:
10:

(no answer)
Yes

Story of Rosy Dock

14:
23:

No- failed to mention Aboriginal people.
No- it failed to mention Aboriginal people but visual pictures are
relevant.

Kylie Minogue

15:
30:

(no answer)
(no answe1)

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

16:
22:

No not how any aboriginal home would be managed.
No- not what you'd see happening in an· Aboriginal home.

Aboriginal People Then
and Now: You and Me
Living Together

18:

Yes. Federation life on reserves, sacred sites, The Dreaming, land
rights and native title

19:

Life on a reserve (spirits of the land) sacred sites, Dreaming and
Land rights.
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34:

25:
This is what happens in my country and what we do it.
(no answer).

Growing up at Uluru

26:

Storybook on Aboriginal culture. Yes.

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

Family groups and history.

A is for Aunty

31:

Could be specific to Nyungar.

Patterns- Word Study 5

35:

No Aboriginal culture represented.

Which Jack

40:

Yes. Language (W ongy)

Growing up in Kakadu

1:
37:

(no ans•ver)
(no answer)

Patterns word study 3

7:

(no answer)

Eye spy- who am J

8:

No.

Bath Time

1:

Shared nature of activities: natural (trees. animals). jiunily aspects
(bathing with brothers/sisters/family. The having oif a bath is ve1y
white! it seems like a value of ·white society- hygiene standard
imposed eg: Kimberley kids would swim in the waterhole not go
home to have a bath.

Tom Cruise

12:

(no answe1)

lDJH!L

13:

Based on Nyungar cultural view.

Extreme Sports

17:

(no answe1)

Going for Oysters

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

Essentially five clans in the Kakadu area.

Society and Environment 24:

No talk ofAboriginal histOTJI.

Society & Environment
For WA (Heinemann)

32:

No- does not recognize families but as a collective group.

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

Aboriginals today are pare partially represented but not pictorial

Wombat Stew

29:

Fanciful.

The Shape of the Land

33:

(no answe1)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

(no answe1)

A Python for a Pet

41:

(no answe1)

Question 2b Is there recognition of a contemporary Aboriginal culture'? If yes,
give example(s)

Mrs Wishy Washy

2:
21:

(no answer)
(no answer)
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Cathy Freeman

4:
6:

Yes. Talking about experience.
(no answer)

Pet Problem

9:
10:

Yes.
Yes

Story of Rosy Dock

14:
23:

No.
No- it represents past history eg: how it was.

Kylie Minogue

15:
30:

(no answer)
(no answer)

16:

22:

(no answer)
No.

18:

Yes, reserve life, traditional life.

19:

Reserve/cultural life and sharing of the land.

34:

25:
Yes- this is contemporary cos it's happening today.
Yes- Boat etc. It's happening today.

Growing up at Uluru

26:

Storybook on Aboriginal culture. Yes.

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

Yes, now as well as then.

A is for Aunty

31:

Living in house. Living is western.

Patterns- Word Study 5

35:

None at all.

Which Jack

40:

Yes- classroom situation. Garage.

Growing up in Kakadu

1:
37:

(no answer)
(no answe1~

Patterns word study 3

7:

(no answer)

Eye spy- who am I

8:

No.

Bath Time

1:

Yes- the play activities are tramferable to the here and now and
there may be a reference to contemporary culture ·with the house,
bath, etc.

Tom Cruise

12:

(no

IDJHIL

13:

Based on historical events of a young boy who is now an elder.

Extreme Sports

17:

No.

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

Aboriginal People Then
And Now: You and Me
Living Together

Going for Oysters

answe1~

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

Not urban.

Society and Environment 24:

No- one chapter on traditional Aboriginal culture.

Society & Environment
For WA (Heinemann)

Some recognition of local and national Aboriginal role models.

32:
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Reading Safari Magazine 28:

Does to a certain extent but only partial.

Wombat Stew

29:

NIA

The Shape of the Land

33:

(no answer)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

(no answer)

A Python for a Pet

41:

(no answer)

Question 3 Is there representation of Aboriginal views?

Mrs Wishy Washy

2:
21:

Yes. Fine for tape oral tradition learning styles ie- yarns
We gave five for tape eg: learning style (yarns)

Cathy Freeman

4:
6:

(no answer)
(no ans>ver)

Pet Problem

9:
10:

The cat taken from the bush- preservation of nature.
Yes

Story of Rosy Dock

14:
23:

(no answer)
(no answer)

Kylie Minogue

15:
30:

(no answer)
(no am·we1)

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

16:
22:

No.
No.

Aboriginal People Then
And Now: You and Me
Living Together

18:

Mabo decision, native title, arrival first fleet.

19:

Mabo decision, native title, arrival of the first fleet.

34:

25:
Yes- recognising spiritual and cultural beliefs
Definitely. Spiritual/Cultural beliefs.

Growing up at Uluru

26:

Uluru- Ayres Rock. Sacred site.

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

Beginning, about their own views (film, video)

A is for Aunty

31:

Very limited. L for lagoon. Drawings relate but not Dialect.

Patterns- Word Study 5

35:

None at all.

Which Jack

40:

Yes- code switching.

Growing up in Kakadu

1:
37:

(no answer)
(no answer)

Patterns word study 3

7:

(no answer)

Eye spy- who am I

8:

No.

Going for Oysters
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Bath Time

]:

Yes, because of the author/illustrations own experience being
reflected and also the 'we' view of the world; interaction with
sources offood, water and entertainment.

Tom Cruise

12:

(no answer)

IDJHIL

13:

Memories and experiences ofAboriginal people used to develop
fictional story.

Extreme Sports

17:

(no answe1)

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

Aboriginal perspectives on the environment, food, spiritual
perspectives, social groups and ceremonial perspectives.

Society and Environment 24:

Only in a chapter a separate entity..

Society & Environment
for WA (Heinemann)

32:

Tells us a global view of what has happened but needs quotes etc
from Aboriginal people for authenticity.

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

Does to a certain extent but only partial.

Wombat Stew

29:

(no ansvver)

The Shape of the Land

33:

(no answe1)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

(no answe1)

A Python for a Pet

41:

(no ansvver)

Question 4 Can these materials contribute to the achievement of bidialectal
outcomes?
Mrs Wishy Washy

2:
21:

Drawn on aboriginal children experience/aboriginal learning styles
(no answer)

Cathy Freeman

4:

(no answer)
By content

6:
Pet Problem

9:
10:

Story of Rosy Dock

14:
23:

Kylie Minogue

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

Aboriginal People Then
And Now: You and Me
Living Together

(No answer)
Yes, shared learning
Yes- book can be used to extend students AE knowledge of
different environments.
Yes- book can be used to extend students AE knowledge of
different environment seasons, plants, animals

15:
30:

Acting, dancing, music
(no answe1)

I 6:
22:

No.
No.

18:

Yes. Aboriginal/non-Aboriginal points of view.
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19:

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal

34:

25:
Yes- this can be shared.
(no answer)

Growing up at Uluru

26:

It's a learning area.

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

Using Aboriginal terms eg clan, nan, Aboriginal seasons.

A is for Aunty

31:

(no answer).

Patterns - Word Study 5

35:

With a lot of work on the teacher's part

Which Jack

40:

Yes- respecting each other..

Growing up in Kakadu

1:
37:

(no answer)
Talk about language and culture as it exists and existed. Picture
talks.

Patterns word study 3

7:

(no answer)

Eye spy- who am I

8:

Yes, any text can contribute. It depends how it is used.

Bath Time

1:

It ·s not written in AE and it seems like a good opportunity for this
because it's an aboriginal child talking abut their experiences.

Tom Cruise

12:

A model of SAE.

IDJHIL

13:

N_vungar ·words and >vorld view, experiences can be used to cross
culture.

Extreme Sports

17:

Swfjargon is universal.

Going for Oysters

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

Examples ofAboriginal dialect- names for seasons (sL'C), people,
places and animals.

Society and Environment 24:

No- history starts at I 820.

Society & Environment
for W A (Heinemann)

No.

32:

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

Not at all. One-sided (Standard English)

Wombat Stew

29:

(no answer)

The Shape ofthe Land

33:

(no answer)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

If the second language was Aboriginal English.

A Python for a Pet

41:

Limited- a basis for cross-cultural discussion- using VietnameseAboriginal??
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Question 5
Does the material offer opportunity for group work (If yes, how?)
If yes, is cooperative activity favoured?
Mrs Wishy Washy

2:
21:

5b Yes, whole class or small group
Yes the tape.

Cathy Freeman

4:
6:

(no answer)

9:

5a Because aboriginal and non-aboriginal students can expose
learning experiences
5b It's listening and respecting other perspectives. Sharing ideas.
5a Yes, learning experiences
5b Yes, looking, listening, sharing ideas.

Pet Problem

10:

Story of Rosy Dock

14:

(no answe1)

5a Yes! Can generate discussions between aboriginal and nonaboriginal students and allow to utilise AE for
description.
5b Yes- to discuss together in their own language and revert back

to
23:

book language.
5a Yes- it would generate discussion between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal children eg: use of AE words to describe

things
in book.
Kylie Minogue

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

15:

5a Yes! You could compare Kylie to an aboriginal actor/singer.
5b Some cooperative activities look at 2 and do a study on music

30:

5a Group work if teacher creative

16:

5a Yes. Doing the crime thing does not pay off.
5bNo.
5a Yes- crime doesn't pay- aboriginal perspective.
5b No.

22:

Aboriginal People Then
and Now: You and Me
Living Together

18:

5a Discussion of topics in the book
5b By bidialectal means

19:

5a Discussion of topics in the book.
5b Bidialectal means.

25:

Going for Oysters
do
34:

5a YES- can talk about family member, roles of members,

inclusivity of families.
5a Yes- Talk about families, roles of members, values.
5b Yes- definitely. Allows for Aboriginal students/children to

share
their experiences (everyday) with other children.
Growing up at Uluru

26:

5a Excursions/outdoor classroom
5b Elders teaching young.

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

5a Diversity on Aboriginal groups Learning styles etc.
5b Yes, sharing stories and experiences
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A is for Aunty

3 1:

Sa Has potential
Sb Depends on teacher

Patterns- Word Study S

3S:

Sa Not as they are written- teacher could do group sessions if they
gave it a lot of thought.
Sb NIA

Which Jack

40:

Sa Yes- discussion, role play, Code switching
Sb Yes- two way learning.

Growing up in Kakadu

1:
37:

(no ansvver)
5a Picture talks etc. Depending on purpose and outcomes.
5b Would depend on what activity teacher would do.

Patterns word study 3

7:

(no answer)

Eye spy- who am I

8:

5a Yes, animal identification shared reading- science
5b Depends on how you approach it.

Bath Time

1:

5a lt is potentially for groups but not explicit(v- the actual
suggested activities area either individual or teacher plus class as
a whole.
5bNIA

Tom Cruise

12:

5a Yes, jigsaw research.

IDJHIL

13:

5a Any book can if appropriate teaching strategies are employed.
5b A book that can be used in co-op activities

Extreme Sports

17:

5b Universal activity.

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

5a Experienced tutors could adapt the text for multiple purposes
and outcomes.
5b Dependent on teacher.

Society and Environment 24:

5a No- some (limited) pair work.
5bNo.

Society & Environment
For W A (Heinemann)

5a Offers the opportunity but dependent upon the teacher.
5b Not explicit throughout the book; dependent on the teacher.

32:

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

5a Yes, but not in a bidialectal way unless you rely on Aboriginal
interpretation ji-om the student.
5b Again yes as (5a)

Wombat Stew

29:

5a Take on roles. Cooperative with construction.
5b Concrete puppets etc.

The Shape of the Land

33:

(no answe1)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

5a Retell st01y in groups. Act out l~fe cycle/Text innovation.
5b Dependent on the creativity of the facilitator.

A Python for a Pet

41:

5a Yes- through Queries and Questions and Answers.

so

Question 6 Does the material use authentic language? (What languages or
varieties?)
Mrs Wishy Washy

2:
21:

(no answer)
(no answer)

Cathy Freeman

4:
6:

AE
SAE

Pet Problem

9:

Not for any specific group/person anyone can read this.

10:

No

14:

Yes- SAE

23:

SAE

15:
30:

SAE
Entertainment/Teenager type language

16:

22:

English
English

18:

No. However Aboriginal English is used.

19:

Aboriginal language

25:
34:

Yes- Doesn't necessarily have only an 'English short story
structure specifically. We get it the way we tell stories.
SAE/ AE - yes.

Growing up at U1uru

26:

TraditionaL markings

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

Mixture of ASE, AE

A is for Aunty

31:

(no answer)

Patterns - Word Study 5

35:

No evidence of Aboriginal English

Which Jack

40:

Yes- Wongie, Aboriginal English, Standard Australian

]:

37:

(no answer)
Only Standard Australian English

Patterns word study 3

7:

SAE

Eye spy- who am I

8:

Yes. SAE

Bath Time

1:

It uses SAE in an authentic sense but not AE

Tom Cruise

12:

SAE.

IDJHIL

13:

Yes- Nyungar with SAE

Extreme Sports

17:

Swfjargon

Story of Rosy Dock

Kylie Minogue

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

Aboriginal People Then
Living Together

Going for Oysters

Growing up in Kakadu
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Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

Incorporates Aboriginal names into SAE

Society and Environment 24:

No!!

Society & Environment
For WA (Heinemann)

SAE but not A E. le p 70 could have been in AE not Spanish!.

32:

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

Standard Australian English. Yes, but in a simple format.

Wombat Stew

29:

(no answer)

The Shape of the Land

33:

Aboriginal names given, eg Katatjuta, Purnululu

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

"he started to look for some food"

A Python for a Pet

41:

Variety ofgenres, formality of language. SAE only.

Question 7 If Aboriginal English is used, is it given the same respect as Standard
English? (If yes, why, how?)
Mrs Wishy Washy

2:
21:

(no answer)
(no answer)

Cathy Freeman

4:
6:

No
(No answer)

Pet Problem

9:
10:

(No answer)
SAE

Story of Rosy Dock

14:
23:

(No answer)
(No answer)

Kylie Minogue

15:
30:

(No answer)
(No answer)

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

16:
22:

No
No

Aboriginal People Then
and Now: You and me
Living Together

18:

Yes. Traditional Stories and using Aboriginal naming
to explain Dreaming.

19:

Traditional stories using Aboriginal names.

Going for Oysters

25:
34:

Yes- Used in its own context and remains true to itself.
Yes- Used in its own context

Growing up at Uluru

26:

Teaching young, teaching non-Aboriginal guide

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

Yes, explanation in brackets. Gives text more meaning.

A is for Aunty

31:

Aboriginal English is not used.

Patterns-Word Study 5 35:

N/A
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Which Jack

40:

Yes- spoken in language. Explained in English.

Growing up in Kakadu

1:
37:

(no answer)
(no answe1)

Patterns word study 3

7:

(no answe1)

Eye spy- who am I

8:

(no answer)

Bath Time

1:

AE isn't used- NIA

Tom Cruise

12:

(no answet)

IDJHIL

13:

(no answe1)

Extreme Sports

17:

(no answet)

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

(no answe1)

Society and Environment 24:

(no answet)

Society & Environment
for W A (Heinemann)

(no answer)

32:

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

NIA

Wombat Stew

29:

(no answer)

The Shape of the Land

33:

Aboriginal name for landform given first

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

(no ansvve1)

A Python for a Pet

41:

(no answe1)

Question 8 Does the language communicate clearly (Give examples)
Mrs Wishy Washy

2:
21:

(no answer)
(no answer)

Cathy Freeman

4:
6:

Simple and clear for students
(No answer)

Pet Problem

9:
10:

yes
Yes, with illustrations (pictures)

Story of Rosy Dock

14:
23:

Yes, supported by vivid and relevant scenery
Yes- supported by vivid and relevant scenery/pictures

Kylie Minogue

15:
30:

Yes! Clear to understand not aboriginal but easy to follow
Low Vocab level, high interest. Easy for poor reader.

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

16:
22:

Yes
Yes

53

Aboriginal People Then
and Now: You and me
Living Together

18:

Yes, explaining dreaming stories

19:

Yes, explaining Dreaming stories

Going for Oysters

25:
34:

Yes! Describes clearly how this family lives.
Yes- Description of family

Growing up at Uluru

26:

Outdoor classroom. Traditional.

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

English meaning of Aboriginal words.

A is for Aunty

31:

Yes (SAE)

Patterns- Word Study 5

35:

Varies- some easily recognized, some that would be unfamiliar.

Which Jack

40:

Yes- complement each other.

1:

37:

(no ansvver)
However only one view- ve1y traditional.

Patterns word study 3

7:

(no answer)

Eye spy- who am I

8:

Yes, simple language, large print. colowjit!

Bath Time

1:

Yes eg: uses repetition, is concrete, doesn 't introduce too many
vocab extension words

Tom Cruise

12:

Yes

IDJHIL

13:

Nyungar >vords used with in SA£ translation

Extreme Sports

17:

Only ifyou 're literate

Growing up in Kakadu

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

Basically uses simple sentences in SA£, incorporating
Aboriginal names etc

Society and Environment 24:

No- complicated wordy instructions

Society & Environment
for W A (Heinemann)

(no answer)

32:

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

Standard English is clear but the illustrations do not
capitulate it

Wombat Stew

29:

Ideas reinforced and pictures support dialogue

The Shape of the Land

33:

(no answe1)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

(no answe1)

A Python for a Pet

41:

(no answer)

Question 9 Are new concepts easily accessible to Aboriginal readers? (Explain)
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Mrs Wishy Washy

2:
21:

Yes. Very simplified quotation. Who said what pictorial.
Yes because it's simplified.

Cathy Freeman

4:
6:

(No answer)

Pet Problem

9:
10:

(No answer)
Yes.

Story of Rosy Dock

14:
23:

Yes- the artwork is very representative of certain areas.
Yes- it is very visually relevant to country.

Kylie Minogue

15:

Yes it would be if an aboriginal person was used eg: Ernie Dingo( relate to)

30:

A lot of Text and only some black and white pictures.)

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

16:
22:

No
No

Aboriginal People Then
And Now: You and me
Living Together

18:

Through the timeline at the back of the book.

19:

Through the time line at the back of book

Going for Oysters

25:
34:

?
? I'm confused.

Growing up at Uluru

26:

Seek out resources depending on areas

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal family life

27:

Yes, provides them with an example on information given in the
text.

A is for Aunty

31:

No.

Patterns - Word Study 5

35:

No- child would be struggling with understanding the meaning
of the words and not get the concept

Which Jack

40:

Yes.

Growing up in Kakadu

1:
37:

(no answer)
(no answer)

Patterns word study 3

7:

(no answer)

Eye spy- who am I

8:

Yes, use of picture cues

Bath Time

1:

We don 't feel that it introduces nevv concepts.

Tom Cruise

12:

Yes, movies/videos

IDJHIL

13:

Context is aboriginal world view although mainly written in SA£

Extreme Sports

17:

Only ifyou 're literate

Aboriginal colour- AE (ie) deadly-mooditj translated for wadjelas

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

Yes because it ·s visual

Society and Environment 24:

No! Irrelevant wordy.
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Society & Environment
For W A (Heinemann)

32:

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

No- in parts of the book.

Illustrations are misleading so too much text reliant

Wombat Stew

29:

Opportunities for play acting concepts

The Shape of the Land

33:

(no answer)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

Foods- ve1y American. Some illustrations show cultural
Differences- A us/American

A Python for a Pet

41:

]\;fixture ofgenres would need assistance ·with themes/topics
Unrelated to Aboriginal.

Question 10 Does the layout (colour, design, etc) help Aboriginal students? (If
yes, how?)
Mrs Wishy Washy

2:
21:

(no answer)
Just using pictures yes

Cathy Freeman

4:

N/A

6:

(No answer)

9:

(No answer)
Yes

Pet Problem

10:

Story of Rosy Dock

14:
23:

Yes, because country depicted is quite relevant to many
Aboriginal children
Yes- it's about "country" that is relevant

15:

Yes, because they like Kylie because she's a singer and there
are photos- picture set appropriate

30:

No colour, too much text

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

16:
22:

No
Yes

Aboriginal People Then
And Now: You and me
Living Together

18:

Yes. Words, colour and pictures.

19:

Words, colour, pictures.

25:
34:

Yes- relates to them and has realistic pictures and messages.
(Positive and happy, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal)
Yes- relates to them thru all the above.

Growing up at Uluru

26:

Learnings from elders

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

Yes, provides a real life visual, everyday pictures. Relevant
pictures.

A is for Aunty

31:

Yes. Drawing illustrate Aboriginal people.

Kylie Minogue

Going for Oysters
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Patterns - Word Study 5

35:

Not colourful, not inspiring, some pictures good as they're
Helpful. Boring. Not much opportunity for group work.

Which Jack

40:

Bright, visual, colourful.

1:
37:

(no answer)
(no answe1)

Patterns word study 3

7:

(no W1s>ver)

Eye spy- who am I

8:

Yes. bright, colowful picture cues.

Bath Time

1:

Yes- black people (figures) stylized. 2 dimensional, block colour,
Aboriginal artist, colours reflect the real count1y

Tom Cruise

12:

No, reliant on a competent reader.

IDJHIL

13:

Illustration o_fA.boriginal people and land etc- but SAE
book layout

Extreme Sports

17:

Good colour images

Growing up in Kakadu

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

Vivid photographs, colourjit!, glossy

Society and Environment 24:

Does have some colour and pictures better than the older versions

Society & Environment
For W A (Heinemann)

Visually improved. Not all texts.

32:

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

Nice colours and pictures some relevance issues

Wombat Stew

29:

Ve1y visual

The Shape of the Land

33:

(no answe1)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

(no answe1)

A Python for a Pet

41:

Some aspects.

Question 11 In your opinion, what outcomes will the material help achieve?
Mrs Wishy Washy

2:

21:
Cathy Freeman

Pet Problem

Depending on how it is used the tape could create
Person feeling and ideas to come out in all children.
Introduce separate Iy taps I st.
The tape can help to show we all think differently.

4:

Promotes contemporary culture- aboriginal people are successfulpromotes aboriginal ? who have achieved despite racism and
obstacles she encountered- experiences as an aboriginal people
(medal not awarded 2"d)

6:

(No answe1)

9:

(No answer)
Literacy- grammar

10:
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Story of Rosy Dock

14:
23:

Kylie Minogue

15:
30:

A clear understanding of outcomes within society and the
environment
Understanding of seasons, land marks difference between
native, non native particularly relevant to society and
environment.
Actor as a role model- photos, text they can read and is relevant

High interest for poor adolescent readers (not Aboriginal).
A usr.ralian entertainment culture.

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

16:
22:

Literacy.
Literacy outcomes.

Aboriginal People Then
and Now: You and me
Living Together

18:

Knowledge of pre-European settlement, through to
grass roots, native title ownership of land.

19:

Knowledge of pre-European settlement through to
grass roots and native title ownership ofland.

Going for Oysters

25:
34:

Values and beliefs (shares these), Aboriginal story telling style.
Values, storytelling, beliefs.

Growing up at Uluru

26:

Beneficial for the young to read and learn about their culture.

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

Shows the similarities in the different tribal groups, despite
the diversity. Non-Aboriginal readers are given an awareness
And understanding of Aboriginal culture.

A is for Aunty

3 1:

Code switch?

Patterns- Word Study 5

35:

Help with spelling, sounds improved.

Which Jack

40:

Bridging the gap. Better understanding two way English (Jack)

1:

Reinforce narrow historical view of Aboriginal people.
lv!ay help views ofculture by portraying Aboriginal culture
in ve1y traditional ways- good for discussions ofculture and
language.

Growing up in Kakadu

37:

Patterns word study 3

7:

Word building and phonological awareness. Some
vocabulwy development (SAE vocab development)

Eye spy- who am I

8:

Animal identification- classification, groupings

Bath Time

1:

Some pride in Aboriginal culture and activities. Focus on hygiene.
Example of how to describe their activities in SA E.

Tom Cruise

]?·

(no answer)

IDJHIL

13:

Using SAE text with aboriginal world view ro develop SA.E skills
but keeping learning in context and background knowledge and
increases non-aboriginal understanding of aboriginal world view
and experiences.

Extreme Sports

17:

Can create common ground for discussion.

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

This would depend on the identified needs ofspecific individuals
or groups a/students. Always start with what the kids know
(4boriginal or non-Aboriginal)
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Society and Environment 24:

Diverseness- none vvithin CF

Society & Environment
For W A (Heinemann)

Basic level of understanding of SAE outcomes.

32:

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

Simple protocols in Standard English "Poor viewing tool"

Wombat Stew

29:

Viewing outcomes. Learning names offamiliar animals. Listening
skills.

The Shape of the Land

33:

(no ans>ver)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

A Python for a Pet

41:

Engage children in a written text. Develop conceptscounting/colours/days of the week/life cycle/jhtits/healthy food/
junk food.
Reinforcement of the White Australia Policy.

Question 12
a) What do you think are the aims of these materials'?
b) Can the above aims be achieved by the material'? (If possible give
examples)
a) Model Standard Australian English
Mrs Wishy Washy
2:
(h) Yes, however Aboriginal culture can be taught using the
tape in the correct and motivating matter.
21:
a) Model SAE
(h) Yes.
Cathy Freeman
(h)

4:

Yes we believe they can.

Pet Problem

6:

(No answer)

9:

(No answer)
a) Choices of pets/choking pets, leave animals etc. in wild where
they belong

10:

Story of Rosy Dock
(h)

(h)

a) To provide an understanding of how the plant 'Rosy Dock' was
Introduced and how adaptable it is to the Australian environment
Yes! Can also be extended to explore the aboriginal context of
this particular plant and included concepts of aboriginal station
life. Also aboriginal perceptions of country.
23:
a) To provide an understanding of how 'Rosy Dock' was
introduced to Australia and its adaptability to the Australian
environment.
Yes, but it can also be extended to explore the Aboriginal
context of that story.

Kylie Minogue
(h)

(h)

a) Celebration of Cathy's journey to success and awareness that
Aboriginal people are also successful given the opportunity.

14:

a) Help develop the kids' literacy and engage the reluctant reader
because of text and photos. and not a big book to get through
They can relate the book to something they like and can further
research with interest in this area of study.
30:
a) High interest, easy reader
Limited by lack of colour and pictures.

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

15:

16:

a) To teach students that crime does not pay.
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(h)

Yes.

(h)

Yes.

Aboriginal People Then
And Now: You and me
Living Together
(h)

(h)

a) Give an insight to Aboriginal history.
b) Yes, read the index and contexts

19:

a) Gives an insight to Aboriginal history.

25:

26:

a) That the wider community have a better understanding about
Aboriginal culture.

As above, by reading.
27:

a) To help non-Aboriginal students develop an understanding
of Aboriginal culture. Encourages Aboriginal students to
be proud of their heritage.
Yes, it has so much inforn1ation of Aboriginal culture and the
diversity within the groups.

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life
(h)

18:

a) To share experiences from an Aboriginal point of view
and pass on values and beliefs via sharing of Culture.
Yes- Old man's beliefs about the spirits. Inclusivity of
the whole family. Passing/sharing of culture.
34:
a) Sharing experiences from an Aboriginal point of view.
Yes- Old man's (Pop) beliefs about the spirits. Family
gathering.

Growing up at Uluru
(h)

a) Teach people- crime doesn't pay

Yes, read contents.

Going for Oysters
(h)

22:

A is for Aunty
31:
a) Aboriginal students to develop literacy outcomes. Reading etc.
(h) Yes with right teacher who is acceptable to AE.
Patterns- Word Study 5 35:
a) Develop students' spelling sldlls.
(h) Could be achieved if the unfamiliar words were clarified or
substituted. Eg: pudding, cuckoo, trawler, helm, quaint. Pictures
need to be more reflective of the Aboriginal child's world
(mono cultural pictures currently used).
Which Jack
(h) Yes.
Growing up in Kakadu

40:

a) Inclusivity

1:

(no answer)
(no answe1)

37:

a) Word building and phonological awareness. Some vocabulary .
Development (SAE vocab development)
Would work for speakers ofSAE. Questionable for speakers of
A E.

Patterns word study 3
(h)

Eye spy- who am I
(h) Yes.

7:

8:

a) Entertainment, animal recognition, rhyme, word association.

Bath Time
1:
a) Promote hygiene
(h) Some- it promotes bath time as 'the right thing' but it could

alienate some children whole including others
Tom Cruise
ldjhil
(h)

12:

a) High interest topic encourage reading

a) Foster respect for Nyungar culture, reinforce importance of
family for social survival.
Yes, would need a lot of discussion and learning experience
13:
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to draw out relevant ideas and issues eg: removal of children
ji-om families due to policy, Nyungar culture and way of I ife etc
Extreme Sports

17:

a) Promote safe swfing and well being

a) Showcase spec~fic region, focusing on heritage status and
Encompassing an Indigenous culture, wisdom. knowledge and
Skills.
Utilise texts as a spring board for oral discussion, jitrther
research. across learning areas.

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:

(h)

Society and Environment 24:

a) To be the answer to "how to do the big book"

Society & Environment
for WA (Heinemann)

(no answer)

32:

a) To .find out what are occupations
Reading Safari Magazine 28:
(h) Ve1y poorly as illustrations are misleading.
Wombat Stew
29:
a) To familiarize students with Australian animals. Listening skills
(h) Partially but fanta:oy rather than reality. Pictures humorous.

maybe not text.
The Shape of the Land

33:

(no answer)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

a) Enjoyment with a view to learning concepts. Interact with a
written text

A Python for a Pet
(h) Absolutely.

41:

a) Reinforcement of the White Australia Policy

2:

The tape is more how Aboriginal children see learning. ORALLY
Tape can be used in many different and positive ways for SAE and
AE.

Other Comments
Mrs Wishy Washy

21:

Cathy Freeman

4:

6:
Pet Problem

9:
10:

Story of Rosy Dock

14:
23:

This book provided readers with a clear understanding of Rosy
Dock an aboriginal utilisation of this plant.
It included pictures of Aboriginal people eg: station even though it
didn't mention them.

Kylie Minogue

15:
30:

They may want to do a book on their o~n history.

Crow and Mrs Gaddy

16:

Aboriginal people have different perspective on crows and
therefore would not have played games such as in this story.
An Aboriginal woman would have perceived the crow differentlywarnmg.

22:
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18:

Very good book to read with short stories.

19:

l believe that this would be a good book for students to read,
to give them insight to see how the Aboriginal people lived
and were treated.

Going for Oysters

25:
34:

Great book- I've lived moments like these!
Great book for all ages K-12.

Growing up at Uluru

26:

More resources on Aboriginal culture.

My Mob: The Story of
Aboriginal Family Life

27:

Recommend that teachers use this text in Aboriginal Studies (S&E)
for middle to upper primary and lower secondary.

A is for Aunty

31:

Patterns- Word Study 5

35:

Which Jack

40:

Growing up in Kakadu

1:
37:

Aboriginal People Then
And Now: You and me
Living Together

Not a book that I would envisage Aboriginal students benefiting
much from.

I don't think that we ever just use a text without judging its
suitability to meet the outcomes we wish to achieve as well as
our purpose. The story begins with two children and refers to
their families. Then goes off on a tangent?#!.

Patterns word study 3

7:

Eye spy- who am I

8:

This book is not Australia specific and thus does it make
inaccessible for Aboriginal students.

Bath Time

1:

Seems limited in the positives it can achieve. It is really worded
Around a white hygiene value and doesn't use Aboriginal English.

Tom Cruise

12:

IDJHIL

13:

Extreme Sports

17:

Beautifit! illustrations.

Kakadu: Sharing Culture 20:
Society and Environment 24:

Doesn't adhere to the principle ofCF.
Schools are lapping this up and using it as the definitive outcomes
text published in 200 I!!
p. 185 is appalling! .
p. 136 timeline- only use dates FROM European settlement.

Society & Environment
for W A (Heinemann)

Traditionally these S & E books have been mainly text-laden and
non Aboriginal perspectives on history so this is an improvement
but there is a need for authentic Aboriginal input and applicationnot just tokenism. Depends on the teacher and how far they are
willing and able to take this to an engaging and meaningful
curriculum.

32:

Reading Safari Magazine 28:

Would not buy.
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Could be improved by tape in Aboriginal English for first listening
OfstOI)I. Then reading book in Standard English.

Wombat Stew

29:

The Shape of the Land

33:

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar

36:

Chinese and Aboriginal Dual Language Titles. This dual language
title could be written using Aboriginal English and would be an
Effective resource. Interesting/ insightful for Aboriginal children
To see book interpreted into other languages as well.

A Python for a Pet

41:

Attempted to address multiculturalism but have missed Aboriginal
culture! Any materials, no matter how poor or good, need to be
used >vith good teaching practices/teachers in order to achieve
desired outcomes for any/all students.
·
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Appendix E: Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal Inclusivity Ratings
Analysis of Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal Team :Members' Evaluations of Materials

32 When the
Snake
53 Jalyvurr
54 Building Frog
55 Meadow
56 Tntcks
57 1\'lt- McGee
58 Pumpkin
Hollow
59 Activity Book 4
23 Python for Pet
60 Ernie Dances
41 Rosy Dock
61 First Joke
Book
62 Usinv Fire
42 1\lrs Wishy W
63 Villains All
64 What No TV'?
65 Letters A-H
66 Emu, Gecko,
67 About Abor 2
44 Wombat Stew
68 Manvaninnie
29 Fat & Juicy
69 Story of Cmw
70 A Place Names
71 Watercraft
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Appendix F: List of Materials Analysed Four Ways
Full List of Materials Analysed Four Ways by Team
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Aboriginal Studies Handout Dreamtime. R.I. C. Publications (Balga Senior High School).
Adams, J. (1993) Going for Oysters. Sydney: Omnibus Books (Ashton Scholastic).
Applegate, C. and Huxley, D. (2000) Rain Dance. Hunters Hill, N.S.W.: Margaret Hamilton
Books (a division of Scholastic Australia).
Atkinson, Alan eta!. (200 1) Society and Environment 1. Sydney: Longman/Peason Education.
Bancroft, B., Williams, E. and Daley, L. (1994) Dirrangun. Sydney: Angus and Robertson.
Barlow, A. (1994) Boomerangs and Throwing Sticks. South Melbourne: Macmillan.
Barlow, A. and Thome, E.D. (1991) The Brothers Barmbarmbult and Mopoke. South Melbourne:
Macmillan.
Barlow, A. and Thome, E.D. (1991) Kurboroo, the Koala. South Melbourne: Macmillan.
Bishop, M. and Evans, A. (1995) A Big Day. Carlton, Vic: Curriculum Corporation (Muuruun
series)
Bishop, M. and Evans, A. (1995) Let's Rap. Carlton, Vic: Curriculum Corporation (Muuruun
Series).
Boddington, R. and Boddington, 0. ( 1996) The Budara St01y. Broome: Magabala Books.
Breeden, S. (1995) Growing Up at Uluru, Australia. Fortitude Valley: Steve Parish Publishing.
Bridwell, N. ( 1965) Clifford Gets a Job. New York: Scholastic Inc.
Briggs-Pattison, S. and Harvey, B. (1998) A lvfob of Kangaroos. Sydney: Scholastic Australia.
Briggs-Pattison, S. and Harvey, B. (2000) Bath Time. Sydney: Scholastic Australia.
Briggs-Pattison, S. and Harvey, B. (2000) Bedtime. Sydney: Scholastic Australia.
Briggs-Pattison, S. and Harvey, B. (1999) Camp Fire. Sydney: Scholastic Australia.
Briggs-Pattison, S. and Harvey, B. (1998) Last Winter. Sydney: Scholastic Australia.
Byrne, P. (n.d.) Heinemann Society and Environment for Western Australia Book One.
Heinemann.
Cheedy, N. & Cheedy, J. (2001). Olive Python Dreaming. Wembley, WA: Percival Print &
Packaging.
Edwards, Pat (Ed.) (1989) A Long Way From Home. Melbourne: Longman Cheshire. Eureka
Treasure Chest Series Stage 7 (4)
Edwards, P. (Ed.) (1987) Lost in the Bush. Melbourne: Longman Cheshire.
Edwards, P. (Ed.) (1988) A Python for a Pet. Melbourne: Longman Cheshire. Eureka Treasure
Chest Series, Stage 5.
Edwards, P. (Ed.) (1988) A Sense ofMysteJy. Melbourne: Longman Cheshire. Eureka Treasure
Chest Series Stage 6.
Edwards, P. (Ed.) (1989) Test of Courage. Melbourne: Longman Cheshire (Eureka Treasure Chest
Series Stage 7 (3)).
English Handouts: Animal Texts (Ba1ga Senior High School)
Gage, W. (1984) The Crow and Mrs Gaddy. London: Hippo Books, Scholastic Publications Ltd.
Hawker, F. and Campbell, B. (1981) Festival of the Full Moon in Bali. Milton, Qld:
Jacaranda Press.
Kidd, D. (1992) The Fat and Juicy Place. Pymble, N.S.W.: Angus and Robertson.
Landsdale Farm School Mathematics Handouts. (Balga Senior High School)
Lyon, Richard (n.d.) About Aboriginal People Book 3. Activities for Use in Upper Primwy School
Classes. Wembley Downs, W.A.: Elton Publications.
Mowaljarli, D. and Lofts, P. (1984) When the Snake Bites the Sun. Sydney: Ashton Scholastic.
O'Brien, M. (1994) Too Big For Your Boots. South Fremantle: Fremantle Arts Centre Press.
Phonics Handout. Ready-Ed Publications. (Balga Senior High School).
Russell, E. (2000) A is for Aunty. Sydney: ABC Books.
Church, T. and Walsh, J. (2000) Stacey Jndich. Perth: Catholic Education Office of Western
Australia.
Church, T. and Walsh, J. (2000) Teny Narrier. Perth: Catholic Education Office of Western
Australia.
Collard, L. and Mountford, A. (2000) Yongkarin. Perth: Catholic Education Office of Western
Australia.
Collard, L., Mountford, A., Palmer, D. and McGuire, B. (2000) Koortandalup. Perth: Catholic
Education Office ofWestern Australia.
Trezise, P. (1995) Quinkin Mountain. Sydney: Angus and Robertson.
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Appendix G: Linguistic Analysis Form
Representation of Aboriginal English in School Literacy Materials
Linguistic Analysis Form
(The linguistic analysis is intended to highlight areas where there is divergence between Aboriginal
English and the form of English used in the material)
Reference of Material

-------------------------------------------------------

Linguistic level
MORPHOLOGY

Salient linouistic features
pronoun: relative (who, whom)

Examples/comments

adjective: superlative (biggest)

verb: conditionality (would, should
were)
verb: aspect- continuous (is/was .ing)

-perfect (have/has/had .. )

other

SYNTAX

clause type: existential (there is/are)

passive

non-S YO

clause concatenation: compound

:complex

pre-posed adjectives

other

REFERENCE

personal pronouns: consistency

other

VOCABULARY

abstractions
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other

OTHER

Level of Material

Early Childhood
Middle Primary
Upper Primary
Lower Secondary
Upper Secondary

Purpose of Material

Reference
Literacy
Subject text

Inclusive

Exclusive

Morpholof!J!
Syntax
Reference
Vocabulary
Other
Comment:

71

Undecided

NIA

Appendix H: Discourse/Text/Sociolinguistic Analysis Form

:l?.§presentation of fil.borigina[ 'Eng[ish in Schoo[ .Literacy MaterialS

Discourse/Text/Sociolinguistic Analysis

(The intention of this analysis is to note features which may affect the
interpretation and comprehension of the material by Aboriginal English
speakers)
Reference of Material:

Genre
Positioning of the Indigenous
subject (1st or 3rd person)
Manner of incorporation of direct
speech
Discourse markers (form and
function)
Discourse strategies
Code-switches: authenticity
(i.e., do such switches occur
naturally?)
Code-switches: accessibility
(i.e., are both codes accessible to
Aboriginal English speakers?)

Consistency of the variety
Other
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Level of Material

Early Childhood
Middle Primary
Upper Primary
Lower Secondary
Upper Secondary

Purpose of Material

Reference
Literacy
Subject text

Inclusive

Exclusive

Genre
Indigenous: 1 or 3 p ..
Direct Speech
Discourse
Code-switching
Consistent variety
Other
Comment:

73

Undecided

N/A

Appendix I: Conceptual/Cultural Analysis Form

The Representation of Aboriginal English in School Literacy Materials

Conceptual-cultural Analysis

Text Title:

Stage 1:
1- Major categories/concepts

2- Story/event schemas

3- Proposition schemas

4- Image schemas

5- Metaphors

Stage 2:

In this stage, the findings of the first stage will be examined in terms of their
consistency with the conceptual system underlying the use of Aboriginal English. In
other words, the concepts will be examined in terms of their accessibility to speakers
of Aboriginal English.

Inclusive

Exclusive

Categories
Story/event
Proposition
Image
Metaphors
Comments:
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Undecided

N/A

Appendix J: Pedagogical Analysis Form
PEDAGOGICAL EVALUATION
Book:
GENERAL
Criteria
Authenticity of intent: communication of
ideas rather than reinforcement of
reading skills
Use ofnaturallanguage

Comments

Relevant to background experience of
students
Lengthy engagement (either extended
reading experience or repeated reading)
Offer wide range of responses

Opportunity to learn about world outside
of school, their world
Similar to out-of school reading

Predictable, based on worldview
(important for weak readers)
Structure, style, & presentation supports
_pUIJ20Se
What needs of the audience are
addressed? (cultural, entertainment,
school curriculum, etc.)
Any factors that limit readership?
(Language difficulty, geographic area,
subject matter, etc.)
Is there useful information about book
provided to contribute to understanding
presentation of material?
EARLY CHILDHOOD
Provide a pleasurable experience?

Words chosen well, suitable syntax; does
it read aloud well?
Concept suitable for picture book
readers? does format suit purpose?
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Pictures in relation to text:
relate to story?
enough visual clues to aid
comprehension?
gaps in sequences of pictures?
TRADITIONAL IVIATERlALS
Story clear
Source identified
Art of people used as motif
Cultural group named
Origin of content identified
Inclusive

Inclusivity Criteria

Exclusive

Undecided

N/A

./

Authenticity of intent
Use of nah1rallanguage
Relevant to students' background ex.2_er.
Lengthy engagement
Wide range of responses
About out-of-school world
Similar to out-of school reading
Predictable, based on worldview
Structure, style, & presentation
Audience needs (cultural, entertainment..)
Readership (language difficulty,
geographic area, subject matter. .. )
Explicit information about book, authors ..

.
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.,

Appendix K: Summary of Linguistic Analyses
(h) BASIC LITERACY

Text
9. A Big Day
10. Let's Rap

15. Bath Time

Morphology
No unfamiliar
morphology
No unfamiliar
morphology

Syntax

I.
2.
3.

16. Bed Time

Verb: reflexive we danced
(etc.) with each other
(li·equently repeated)

17. Camp Fire

No unfamiliar
morphology
1. Verb conditionality:
My teacher would
say- 'Who is that
girl?'
2. If clause.
No unfamiliar
moq)l10logy

36. Stacey Indich

37. Terry Narrier

Reference

Existential clause It was ..
Embedding with as: Feel
the beat as we all clap

Vocabulary
Our mob, bush tucker
Youth culture register.

Passive: a bucket of
water was boiled ...
Embedding with
when
Contingent -ing
phrase .. They spent
many hours
wandering and
exploring, coming
home only when
lwngry

Other Comments
Shakin stompin without
copula;
Freguent elisions
Aboriginal English
speakers may blend
"wandering" and
"wondering" (G.C.)

Potential ambiguity for
Aboriginal English
speakers: "they was with
each other" may imply
sexual contact. (GC)
Parataxis.

All first person plural
exclusive "We"

Embedding with When
and Whenever.

Embedding with when

Proper noun may be
repeated rather than
replaced with pronoun
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Simple, mostly
monosyllabic
Some youth register, e.g.
cool
Some inauthentic
structures, e.g. we're quiet
wt proud
Some possible AE
influence: stay ('live')
Some unnatural language.

Frequent elisions, e.g.
we're; I've; don 't, etc.
Aboriginal girl only
represented as using SAE

38. Y ongkarin

39. Koortandalup

No unfamiliar
morphology

Embedding with whenever

Perfect verb: they had

1.

forgotten ...
2.

Existential: This is

Potential ambiguity:

why Noongar .
taught ...

Noongar showed the
Wedje/a their boac/jar,
and they wangkiny to them
,telling them important
things. They (Who?] said,
'Later you kwop
wangkiny. '

Non-SVO order: In

this story we read ...
3.

Embedding with

4.

Contingent -ing cl:

where

----

Noongar showed the
Werlje/a their
boor/jar, and they
wangkiny to them,
telling them
important things.
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Many Nyungar words,
with translation at bottom
of page
Many Nyungar words
with translation at bottom
of page and in final
glossary.

Some linguistic problems
with the code mixing.
Metalinguistic emphasis
with code mixing makes
this a difficult book to
read.

(b) LITERACY EXTENSION

Text

Morphology

2. Going for Oysters

Rei pron: Dad's mate who
drives a Cotmcil truck ...
If clause: ((you swim in
the eastern swamp, you'll
never come back
Verb perfect: she had
bought some fuel
No unfamiliar
morphology

20. Olive Python
Dreaming
21. A Long Way From
Home

22. Lost in the Bush

Rei pron: astronomer who
first introduced the
centigrade thermometer
Adj. superlative: thefinest
farmhouse ...
Verb conditionality:
Would a bush that
bleated at him chase
him up a tree as well?
(h) Verb perfect: The
last
rat who had done him
a favour had been one
oftlwse ....
Rei pron: the children
who came with their
convict parents ...
Verb conditionality:
the tin could have
belonged to one of
the old chaps that
have alwal'sfis_~ed at

Syntax
Embedding with as

Embedding with When

Reference

Vocabulary

Cousin used like a proper
noun: Cousin was sobbing
beside me

Aboriginal English
vocabulary: that place is
his COU/ltl}'; StO/}' place;
cousin-sister; a really big
growling.

Other Comments

Trilingual text means
there are no problems with
SAE word meanings
Abstraction: legal rights

Existential clause:
It was Christmas Eve in
Nonvay ...
Passive:
The ute was crunched into
gear ...
Non-SVO order:
There lies the mill at the
bottom of the sea
Embedding with
although
Attrib. Adj; the hot gold
hush of noon

Some words are explained
in a glossary.

Existential clause:
There were tears by
the whmf in Cockle
Bay ...
2. Passive: She had been
kicked and cursed and
turned out o.f sheds ...
Non-SVO
order: Down we
-

---············-······----···········----······-·--····-
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---

-

"We gotta go to sleep"
(attributed to a 13 year old
girl in a story)

The first story, "Lost in
the Bush", involves three
Aboriginal trackers,
helping to find two lost
white children. The
trackers are named but
often refeiTed to as "the
_Aborigines" or (on<:;e)

the other end
Verb perfect: .. .I'd
taken a deep breath

23. A Python For a Pet

24. A Sense of Mystery

~--

---

Rel pron: the same tall
policeman who had
hauled them off the rq(l
Adj. superlative: the
second highest stakes
winner
Verb conditional: he
would make the python
into a coil and use it as a
pillow
Verb perfect: His father
had kept him home
weeding ...
1. Rei pron: There's
ahvays one victim
•vho gets murdered
2. Verb perfect: Their
friend ... has asked

went.
Embedding with when
Attrib. adj: the pretty
weeping child

"those Aborigines". The
speech of one, Dick, is
quoted in a way
suggestive of Aboriginal
English: They slept here
first night
Here three ... here two. A
big one carries the little
one.
Tl1ey walk so slow, so
slow.
Close now.

Use of he to refer to a
horse and to a dog

1.

2.

Existential cl: There
was one more thing I
wanted to know
Passive: In ancient
times Egypt was ruled

Some difficult words not
in the glossary, e.g.
contagious, mwnm(/ied.

Abstraction: sense of
myste1y

-

-~---
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----

Some difficult words not
cJn gloss~ e.g.s: PJ!()bias,

A stOIJi "A Beaut({tt!
Crier" contains nonstandard British English
(direct speech).
"We gotta get home
quick" (quote from a
jockey)

Formal register: Jvfay I
inquire what is going on
here?
There is one reference to

I

them to keep their
eyes and ears open ...

3.

4.
5.

25. Test of Courage

26. English Handouts:
Animal texts (Balga SHS)

Rei pron.: Poles who
made their marie ..
2. Verb conditional: I
krww that Jimmy
would be the first ...
3. Verb continuous:
ritual ... was being
carried out ...
4. Verb perfect: The
Aborigines had
always called this
part ... Munyang
Rei pron: native dog that
hmvls ...
1.

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

I.
2.

3.

4.
34. Phonics Handout
(Balga SHS)

Verb conditional:
something we could wear

1.
2.

3.

by the pharaohs
Non-SVO order: To
my amazement Claws
pushed past me into
the lounge rpom.
Embedding with until
and as.
Attrib adj: this dirty
big iC)' pole
Existential cl: There
was movement at the ..
Passive: Head mid
body were covered
with .... hair ...
No1'1!SVO: Never
before had this group
see1i a white ;nan
Embedding with ·
before
Attrib adj: the
winding bush track
Passive: tails are used
for balance
Non-SVO:At the
end ... is a ,fest..
Embedding with
when
Attrib adj: has a thick
(urrv tail
Passive: used to cany
money in
Embedding with
because
Attrib. adj: afunny
green hat

hypno-therapists,
c1yptanalyst, sleuths

Aboriginal people and to
Australia as their land.

Abstraction: Test of
courage

One story has an
Aboriginal character who
speaks in an
approximation to
Aboriginal English, e.g.
Him bin best hunter. Best
spearfisherman. Best law
man. Thatfella-veJy old.

Idiomatic expressions:
against the odds; one of
the pack.

Abstraction: existence
Technical register:
placenta/mammals,
marsupial, monotreme

Some vocabulary evokes a
foreign culture:
rabbit lived in a hutch;
woodpecker.
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Most sentences are in the
imperative mood.
Phonics exercises
oversimplify graphophonemic values

(c) FICTION- PICTURE BOOK

Morphology

Text
3. Rain Dance

1.

2.

Verb, present
continuous: she's
laughing ...
Verb, perfect: The
·wind has gone ...

Syntax
1.

2.

3.
4.
13. Clifford Gets a Job

1.

2.

35. A is for Aunty

1.

2.
3.
4.
I'd
(h)

Verb conditional: The
farmer thought
Cl(lford would be a
good farm dog
Verb perfect: Eve!)'thing had gone wrong
Rei pron who
Adj: biggest, etc
Verb conditional:
she'd take .. etc.
Verb continuous:
been swimming ...
Verb perfect: I'd
been ..

I.

2.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Passive: The dust is
whipped into a .frenzy
Non-SVO: Propped
up against the
side ... is a new sign
Embedding with
where
Attrib adj: d1y,
cracked mud
Non-SVO order
(extension in subject
position) In the next
ring Clifford saw a
little dog ...
Attrib adj: his own
dog food
Existential cl: There
was a school ...
Verb passive: this
was used for ...
Complex clauses
Attrib adjs: a quiet,
peacefitl place
Contingent ing cl:
She'd cheer us on
hoping we'd win

Reference

Vocabulary

Other Comments

The rain is so heavy it
almost hurts as it pounds
my head and shoulders.

Abstractions: frenzy, relief

Frequent elisions.

Unusual words: a raucous
chorus

Culturally marked vocab:
the woods
Middle class specific
vocab: Mother and daddy

oldies, lwmpies
shed a few tears
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Successive pronoun
deletion: He dug a deep
trench, put posts into the
ground, pounded the earth

(d) FICTION

Morphology

Text
27. The Crow and Mrs

Gaddy

29. The Fat and Juicy

Verb conditional/perfect/
continuous: I
should have been
scrubbing
1.

Place

2.
3.

Zero relative pron:
this picture I did at
school
Adj superlative: It's
the greatest ...
Verb conditional:

Reference
Crow referred to as he

Syntax
Attrib. adj: .fine sunny day

1.

2.

Existential cl: There's
all this long grass ...
Attrib adj: their
poisonous snout
breath

Bird referred to as he

no one else
would have
made all
them ...
4.

5.

Vocabulary
Simple vocabulary. Some
rare (jiretongs, smut,
tangled yarn). Some
colloquial (dumb, awjiil
stufD
Aboriginal English
lexemes: /wily man,
deadly, fell a, you mob, a
flogging, tucker, gubbah,
dreaming, shame, shame
job.
Space terms:
Interga/acticalmissile,
Plli]Jie Planet, amphobite,
etc.

Verb perfect
continuous:
I've been waiting ...
Verb perfect:
Birdman hasn 't never
come back
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Other Comments

Includes Aboriginal
English grammatical
features, e.g.
Demonsl. Adj: them
UFOs
Verb Agreement: there
wasn 't no birds
Double negation (above)
Resumptive pronoun: this
little bird he comes right
up to me
Successive subj deletion: I
made you into an
astronaut ... Thought you'd
like that, mate.

'

(e) TRADITIONAL NARRATIVES

1.

2.

3.

4.
7. The Brothers
Barmbarmbult and
Mopoke

1.

2.
3.

Rei pron: a hollow in
the rock which
contained the Water
Adj superlative: the
nearest he could get
Verb conditional:
Dirrangun would sit
in the torrent ...
Verb perfect: had
cursed the water
Rei pron: dogs who
helped him ...
Verb conditional: .. he
would fiJI
Verb perfect: he had
seen them ...
(frequently occurring
structure)

1.

2.

3.

4.
I.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

8. Kurboroo, the Koala

Rei pron: It was they who
solved the ...
Verb conditional: {(you
should climb up a tree ...
Verb perfect: the people

Reference

Syntax

Morphology

Text
5. Dirrangun

Vocabulary

Literary register:
outspread

Existential cl: This
son-in-law was a
buloogan ..
Passive: she was
turned into stone
Non-SVO: There she
sat until the flood
rose ...
Embedding with
while
Existential cl: There
was no escape for ...
Passive: They are
easily recognised ...
Non-SVO: No sooner
had Gartuk climbed
the trunk ...
Embedding with so
Attrib. adj: a sudden
eerie quiet ...
Contingent -ing cl:
He threw this over the
whirlwind, trapping it
inside

Other Comments
Linguistic selections are
often literary

I

Abstraction: imprisonment
Unusual word: his hafted
stone-axe

Vocabulary is mainly
familiar but constructions
are often complex.

I

Existential cl: It was ve1y
late in the day when ..
Passive: Hunters are said
to seek its help
Non-SVO: No sooner had

The koala bear, Kurboroo,
is famous for its wisdom.
(inconsistent reference)
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Abstraction: wisdom

had gone ...

32. T¥hen the Snake Bites
the Sun

40. Quinkin Mountain

Rei pron: her mother, who
looked a.fter her ...
Verb, conditional: she was
afraid he would kill her
Verb, perfect: the little
sun has made her
journey ...

Rei pron: some Quinkins
which are not visible to
humans
Adj superlative: where the
bees were humming
loudest
Verb conditiona!: .. Lasca
would find a place ...
Verb perfect: The wind
had dropped ...

he done this than ..
Embedding with when
Contingent -ing plu·ase:
Tajerr ... climbed down
the tree, leaving all the
tarnuks ...
Attrib. adj: the great
creative spirit
Existential cl: There lmtsf
always be day ...
Non-SVO: Long long ago,
in the East, behind the
world, there lived two
suns.
Embedding with that
Contingent -ing cl:
.. she took off into space to
escape him, getting hotter
and hotter as she climbed.
Existential cl: There's the
entrance tunnel ...
Passive: Timaras could be
seen helping ...
Non-SVO: Against the
flames she saw the
shadowy figures of the
Quinkins
Embedding with while, as
Attrib. adj: the little black
lizard

Aboriginal English
vocabulary took off
Preposition: behind the
world.

Possible ambiguity of proform some:
The Imjims were bouncing
about on their tails, also
arming themselves with
sticks to do battle with the
tall Timaras. Some were
jumping high in the air
and screaming with rage.

Abstraction: rage

Long sentences, e.g.
Long, long ago in
Australia, during the high
summer when the
bloodwood trees were
flowering and the air was
sweet with pe1jume of the
blossoms, Ngali and his
sister lv!ayli had a hunger
for honey.
.
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!

(f) ABORIGINAL STUDIES

Morphology

Text
1. Aboriginal Studies
Handouts (Balga SHS)

1.

2.
3.

Rei pron who
Verb conditional:
.. was hoped that
missions could ...
Verb perfect: one of
the languages that
has been recorded

2.
3.
4.

5.

6. Boomerangs and
Throwing Sticks

I.

2.
3.

Adj, superlative: the
oldest in the . .vorld
Verb conditional:
these would have
been used ...
Verb perfect: We
have spoken so far ...

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
12. Growing Up at Uluru
Australia

1.

2.

Rei pron: T]ukwpa
which non-Aborigines
call the Dream time ...
Adj, superlative: the
biggest rock in ...

Reference

Syntax
l.

1.

2.
3.

Existential cl: There
were ...
Passive: .. children
were taken
Non-SVO order
(OVS)
Embedding with after
Attrib. adj:
traditional sacred
sites
Existential cl: There
is plenty of evidence
Passive: The
boomerangs.. were
shaped ... (very
pervasive structure)
Non-SVO: Down
came the flock of
geese to join ...
Embedding with
since
Attrib adj: a curiously
carved angled stick
Non-SVO: Right in
the middle of
Australia stands a
huge red rock.
Embedding with
when
Attrib aclj: huge red

Vocabulary

Othet· Comments

Abstractions: originate;
emotive issue; incidence
of cOJ~flict; prior
ownership

Friendly academic style
making no concessions to
the Aboriginal English
speaker

I

I
Abstractions: He slipped
and fell to his death
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Short, simple sentences
and simple verbs
predominate.

rock
Contingent -ing
phrase: Frightened,
Lunkgata ran away,
dropping pieces of
meat ...
1. Existential cl: There
are many places ...
2. Passive: coolmnons
were carved ...
3. Non-SVO order
4. Embedding with
where
5. Attrib. aclj: the dried
out old fruit

I

4.

31. About Aboriginal
People, Book 3

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
.

-

Rei pron who: ..
people who spoke ....
Adj, superlative:
which is the tallest
Verb conditional: the
. lands ... would not be
his
Verb continuous:
people were moving
Verb perfect:family
had
been taken
-

•
Abstractions: imbalance;
life span; strategy;
population

Generally, simple SAE is
used, but this is still
significantly different
from Aboriginal English.

Some exercises provide
for students to obtain
word meanings.

I

I

--~---··-······-

(g) SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT

4. Society & Environment

1.

1 (Longman)
2.

3.

4.
5.
-

·-

Syntax

Morphology

Text

Rei pron: .. . Kudnu
who was a ...
Adj superlative:
.. the largest shire
Verb condit: healers
would be consulted ...
Verb fut contin: you
will be developing ...
Verb com! passive:
... would have been ...

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Reference

Vocabulary
Abstractions: fertility of
women; ideology;
administration and
responsibilities

Existential cl: There
is a great variety ...
Passive: HistOI)' was
mostly recorded ...
Non-SVO ordet'
Embedding with
when
Attrib adj: some large
market gardens
Contingent ing phr:
..their work patrol/in.'<

Technical words are listed
at the beginning of
chapters.
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Other Comments

19. Society &
Environmentfor WA 1
(Heinemann)

I.

2.

3.

4.

Rei pron.: people who
speak English poor~v
Verb conditional:
these groups would
massacre any ...
Verb continuous:
young people were
emerging as ...
Verb perfect: Raising
cattle ... has
traditional~)' been a ..

I.

2.
3.

4.
5.

28. Festival of the Fulf
Moon in Bali

(h) Verb conditional:
Such
a boat would scare away
any demons ...
(h) Verb perfect: When
they hac/finished a// their
tasks it was nearly time
for the festival to begin

I.

2.

3.

beaches..
Existential cl: There
have been
d(fferences ..
Passive: ..population
was wiped out ...
Non-SVO: A tall,
ski(fiil ruckman, Polly
Farmer started his
career at East Perth
Embedding with
although
Attrib. adj: sma/1,
independent farmers
Existential cl: Age is
not important to
Balinese people
Passive: The same
names are usedfor
both boys and girls
Non-SVO order:

5.

Mostly the writing is in
adult-level SAE.
Aboriginal people are
treated sympathetically
but there is no reference to
their language situation.

Translations are given in
brackets for some foreign
words.

The book makes heavy
use of the conditional to
express habitual action.

Some words are unusual,
e.g. urn, offerings

On the island
of Bali in
Indonesia
lives a little
girl named
Ketut
4.

Abstractions: reprisal,
d[{feren ti a tions,
recognition.

Clause embedding
with while and when
Attrib adj: large
heav)' crowns of gold
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(h) MATHEMATICS

Text

Morphology

Landsdale Farm School
Mathematics Handouts
(Balga SHS)

--··············--·-~

I.

2.

Adj superlative: the
shortest amount ...
Verb, perfect: The
Year Coordinator has
asked you to ...
----

Reference

Syntax
I.

2.

Passive: six towns
have to be connected
to the power grid..
Embedding with
when

Vocabulat·y
Abstractions: digital time;
jive square; represent;
features; dimensions;
mMch
Technical terms: nodes,
factors, scale map

-~~····-~~
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Other Comments

I

Appendix L: Discourse/Text/Sociolinguistic Analysis Summary
(a) BASIC LITERACY
Text

Gem·e

9. A Big Day

Recount

Positioning of
Indigenous Subject
I" person plural.
Participants named
and photographed

Discourse Markers
I.

2.
3.

10. Let's Rap

Verse (simulated rap)

I st person plural
(group chanting)

I.

2.

15. Bath Time
16. Bed Time

Recount, but some
expository on cover
Recount

Chronological
sequence markers
Opening time
point marker
Closing time
point marker
Invitation to
participate: Come
on eveJ)'One
(repeated)
lntertextual refs
to hip hop
culture: shakin
stompin in the
~roove; cut loose

1'1 person
I st person plural (joint
narration)

Procedure
Recount

1'1 person
1st person

37. Terry NatTier

Recount (I st & 3'0

Alternating I 51 and 3'0

I.

2.
3.
I.

2.

Unintroduced
direct speech in
narrative
Structural
repetition
Question-answer
format
Repetition
(Caller, then
group)
End-rhymes

Structural repetition
1.

2.
17. Camp Fire
36. Stacey Indich

Discourse Strategies

Cumulative short
sentences
Concluding
marker Finallv

Pictures used to mark
contexts for school
and home discourse

Red and Black print
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Code lVJanagement

Other Comment

Some code-switching
from SAE into
a) reduced syntax
b) Luritja

I

All simple SAE
All simple SAE

Structural repetition
I. Some rhyming
lines
2. Some structural
repetition
(adversative)
I. Structural

Consistent simple
SAE.

Simple SAE,

Riding theme is

person)

38. Yongkarin

Narrative (with
Expository
introduction and
conclusion)

person. Exclusively
Indigenous reference.

distinguish Terry's
and the author's
narrative

3rd person, but
exclusively
Indigenous reference

1.

2.

2.
3.

Attribution of
story (to

1.

Noongar)

2.

Sequence
marking with
3.

Then

3.

39. Ko01taclndalup

Narrative (with
Expository preface)

3'd person, but
exclusively Nyungar
reference:

Simple past and
past continuous
used to
distinguish
aspects of hunter
behaviour
Black and red print
used to distinguish
SAE and Nyungar
words in text.

4.

repetition
Lexical repetition
Some rhyming
lines
Participants not
named
Question-andAnswer in the
expository intro.
Instructions to
student in intro
and conclusion
Code mixing
(translations at
foot of page)

sometimes distorted
for the sake of rhyme

compatible with the
Aboriginal 'tracking'
discourse pattem

Code-mixing is not
authentic, but
meaning is accessible
through glossaries.

Pattem of altemating
action and speech.

Code mixing between
SAE and Nyungar is
not authentic.

Discourse Markers

Discourse Strategies

Code Management

Other Comment

Pre-narrative: !'//!ell
you a stOJT about..

All participants in
actions are listed by
relationship terms.

Simple SAE, with
some Aboriginal
Eng! ish vocabulary.

Aboriginal speakers,
in an Aboriginal
context, are
represented as
speaking basically

(b) LITERACY EXTENSION
Text

Genre

2. Going for Oysters

Recount

Positioning of
Indigenous Subject
1sl person plural

Chronological
succession markers:
On Fridav afternoon,
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That evening, etc.
Opening: Long, long
ago in the
Yindjibarndi
Dreaming
Conclusion: Curse put
on snake
Usually the extract
starts under a heading
and has the author's
name at the end.

20. Olive Python
Dreaming

Narrative (Creation
Story)

N/ A (Characters not
human, though world
view is lndignous)

21. A Long 1Yay From
Home

Multiple: Narrative;
profom1a; expository;
dot point notes;
question-and-answer;
summary; comic;
song; poetry.

Absent (although the
content is Australian
and there is a section
"My Country."

22. Lost in the Bush

Multiple: Narrative;
regulations;
expository; notes;
song

The style in narratives
is literary.

23. A Python For a
Pet

Multiple: Narrative;
notes; quiz; jokes;
expository; poetry;
pro-forma; song;
comic
Anthology
(Narrative, Procedure,
Question-and-

One narrative on early
settlement does not
include Aboriginal
people.
Another, makes
reference to "the
Aborigines"
Not featured.

Not featured at all.
One story takes place
in Alice Springs and

Generally standard
Australian English
conventions.

24. A Sense of
Mystery

Generally literary
standard Australian
English
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SAE
Lexical repetition
Structural repetition

Tlu·ee varieties all
internally consistent.

Often interactional,
especially with
question-a net-answer
strategy.
Some markers
simulate oral
discourse, e.g. And
the third choice? Wait
for it ... SCIJOOL
UNIFORM.
c. f. also use of elision:
THEY'D CREATE A
TVORLD AT PEACE.
Several articles ask
the reader questions.

Considerable
variation between
more and less formal
varieties.

Some use of nonstandard British
English: Where 's me
dar/in; Girlie then?

25. Test of Courage

Answer, Expository,
Poetry, Letter,
Drama)
Anthology
(Flowchart, Poetry,
Expository, Narrative,
Question-and-answer,
Dreamtime Story,
Procedure, Table)

26. English Handouts
-Animal Texts
(Balga SHS)

Expository,
Instructions,
Question-and answer,
Cloze

34. Phonics Handout
(Balga SHS)

Instructions, Puzzles

refers to "Ayers
Rock."
Story Unr(vaming
presents AboriginalWhite contact, giving
both points of view.
Dreamtime Story
presents Aboriginal
story without White
framing.
3'" person

Aboriginal English
(interlanguage) is
appropriately
incorporated into
Undya ming.
Dreamtime Story is in
SAE.
Expository passages
may include a
question or comment
at the end, e.g. Did
you know that the
wombat and koala are
close reia lives?
Handout, like teacher,
gives instructions to
students.

Headings, bold print,
numbering

-

---

-
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---······--------------~

------------

Very simple
expressions (e.g. a
bird that laughs a lot)
may co-occur with
technical register (e.g.
The ll'ombat is a
marsupial mamma!).
Some code-switching
between English and
jumbled words.
Some child register a
_jolly clown,etc. _ __

Tendency to mix
genres, registers and
discourse features.

Too juvenile for
secondary students.

'---············-·······----~

~

(c) FICTION

PICTURE BOOK

Text

Genre

3. Rain Dance

Narrative blended
with Recount ( 151
person)

13. C/{{ford Gets a
Job

3rd person recount

N/ A (Animal story)

35. A is for Aunty

Alphabet
book/Recount

I st person plural.

.

Positioning of
Indigenous Subject
No reference

Discourse Markers

Discourse Strategies

Code Management

Other Comment

Chronological
sequencing markers:
Now ... Next
minute ... Then .. At
/asr ...
Duration marker: All
day ...

Repetition: We wait
and wait and wait ...
Frequent contingenting phrases: I can
!rear rhe cattle
bellowing, CJ:ving of
their thirst ...
Symmetry: same
opening and closing
Metaphor: The silence
steals inro comers
Author gives greeting
and introduces self at
beginning.

Narrator is a girl but
uses poetic and
"adult" language, with
occasional switches to
child language See me
dance!

Not clear who the
narrator is addressing.

Entries often end with
an inte1jection, e.g.
"oh well!"

Mainly informal
English, but with
some switches to
formal style

Author includes
comment Good old
Cl({{ord
So used to mark cause
and e/Tecr.
Sections introduced
with routine "A is for
Aunty", etc.
Most entries start with
a "be" or "would"
clause

Consistent, simple,
everyday standard
English.

A mixed genre with
both Indigenous and
non-Indigenous
features.

•
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(d) FICTION
Text

Genre

27. The Crow and
Mrs Gaddy

Narrative, but with no
clear denouement

29. The Fat and Juicy
Place

Narrative
(autobiographic)

~

Positioning of
Indigenous Subject
N/A (located in U.K.)

I 51 person singular.
The narrator is
addressing a lizard.

Discourse Markers

Discourse Strategies

Code Management

Time point markers
The next morning;
One Spring day; That
night
I. Affiliation tag :
Thought you'd
like that, mate
2. Confirmationeliciting tag:
... didn't you
mate, eh!

About 50% of the text
is in direct speech.

Consistent use of
informal, simple
standard English.

~---···-
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Frequent repetition.
1. Frequent
reference to
characters by
name
2 . Pre-informing
act: And you
know what?
3. Historic present:
this shiny black
car slinks around
the comer
4. Structural
repetition

Other Comment

(e) TRADITIONAL NARRATIVES
Positioning of
Indigenous Subject
3'd person but
Indigenous frame:
Tooloom is the white
man's name for this
watelja/1 ...

Discourse Markers

Narrative, followed
by a brief
interpretation

I 51 person. There is no
non-Indigenous
reference.

8. Kurboroo, the
Koala

Narrative (Dreamtime
Story) but with
Expository beginning

Only Aboriginal
people are mentioned,
but the Expository
section treats them as
3'ct person

32. When the Snake
Bites the Sun

Narrative (Dreamtime
Story)

3'0 person.
Exclusively
Indigenous

Typical narrative
markers:
Opener: Long ago
Immediate sequencing
marker: No sooner
had ... than
Chronological
sequencing markers
After mall)' days, etc.
1. Opening marker:
One day, ....
2. Chronological
sequencing markers:
First ... No sooner had
he done that ... From
that time on ...
Opening marker:
Long, long ago ...
Complication marker:

Text

Genre

5. Dirrangun

Nan·ative (two
dreamtime stories)

7. The Brothers
Barmbarmbult and
Mopoke
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Discourse Strategies

Code Management

Other Comment

Attribution: As far as
I can make out fi'om
the old people ..
Frequent deictic
(extra-textual
reference): here at
this wateifall
Parallelism: they
starved the old
•vonwn; they didn't
pass her anything to
have a feed.
Deferred subject: Side
by side, they ...
Deferred predicative
adj phrase: Gartuk ...
lay there, weakji·om
his long
imprisonment ...

Aboriginal words
used are defined or
followed in the text
with English
paraphrases

Narrative has
convincing
Indigenous
perspective.

Dialogue and
narration in SAE

Personification: The
whirlwinds tugged
and pulled and
wrenched at the
dogwood tree ...

Repetition: Crash!
Crack! Whack!

Base variety is SAE.
Aboriginal language
items, when used, are
followed with a
translation.

Problem-solution
structure.

Basically SAE,
traditional narrative
style.

perspective.

40. Quinkin Mountain

NatTative
(Traditional)

3 ro person, but
exclusively
Indigenous

I

'

But ...
Chronological
sequencing markers:
Now ... At last ... Ever
since that time ...
Solution section
marker: So ...
Opening marker:
Long, long ago in
Australia
Summing-up: Lasca
had protected them
.fi'om the Quinkins and
the Timaras had
fought a brave battle
to stop the bad
lmjims.

Frequent use of
colourful descriptions,
e.g. luscious honey

Discourse Markers

Discourse Strategies

Code Management

Headings, numbers,
lists, tables

Typical teacher talk.
Informing acts
followed by
elicitations

Wajarri is presented
for translation.
One ex requires
Wajarri insetiions into
SAE
Some Aboriginal
words used where the
meanings are clear.

SAE throughout

Incorporation of
cultural knowledge,
e.g. where to chop the
hole to get honey
- - L____.____---~---------------

--

(f) ABORIGINAL STUDIES

Text

Genre

1. Aboriginal Studies
Expository (some
Handouts (Balga
with Cloze), and
. Question-and-answer
SHS)

Expository, Questionand-answer,
Procedure

6. Boomerangs and
Throwing Sticks

....

--

·······--········----------------------

Positioning of
Indigenous Subject
3ro person
(but some exs elicit
Aboriginal feelings)

3'" person
Bill Harney presented
as a famous writer
who lived with the
Aborigines
.

- - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - · · - ------------------------·······--
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Personal observations
sometimes
inteq)olatecl into
basically informative
text: I wonder what
il!f'ormation will be
c.JIV({ilab/~ .. _

-

Other Comment

Mixture of academic
and personal style

12. Growing Up At

Uluru Australia

31. About Aboriginal

People 3

Expository and
Nanative (Dreaming
Text)

Expository
(sometimes with
Cloze ); Question-andanswer; Instructions;
Puzzles
-----

0

3' person, but the
Aboriginal people
depicted are named
and photographed

Text is closely
coordinated with
pictures and map

3'0 person
(but some exs
encourage reader to
think from "two
sides")

lv1aterial is organized
in worksheet format

Typical pedagogical
strategies: Informapply-test.

Some Aboriginal
words used as
headings. Translated
where they occur.

Perspective is that of
the remote nonAboriginal observing
Aboriginal life.

Positioning of
Indigenous Subject
3'0 person

Discourse Markers

Discourse Strategies

Code Management

Other Comment

Headings and
numbered sections

Lexically dense,
information-oriented
approach. Heavy use
of imperatives and
interrogatives in
"learning activities".
Style is academic.
Some supporting
graphics (pictures,
tables, cartoons,
diagrams).

Language is
uniformly formal. No
acknowledgement of
Aboriginal English in
chapter on language.

Aboriginal people
generally seen as past
and "different"

Question-and-answer:

Where is Ulum?
Uluru is a giant red
rock in the middle of
Australia.

There are switches
between narrative and
expository genres.

Physical and spiritual
domains are treated
without distinction:

the python can still be
seen as a dark wm~v
line at Uluru.

(g) SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT

Text

Genre

4. Society &
Environment 1
(Longman)

Expository, with
Question-and-answer
sections and some
maps and tables

19. Society &

Expository, Repoti

Environment/or WA 1
(Heinemann)

28. Festival of the

Full Moon in Bali

Narrative

3'0 person.
There are occasional
pictures of Indigenous
people, mostly
contemporary and in
non-Aboriginal
contexts.
Dealing with
Indigenous Balinese
children. 3'd person.

Material is essentially
in report fonn, with
most paragraphs
given headings and
with supplementary
material labelled
"Source A", etc.
Space reference: in

Bali; At the temple;
Under the trees, etc.
Time reference: When
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A formal text
assuming a high level
of non-Aboriginal
encuturaltion.

Occasional
introduction of
Indonesian
vocal.Jttlary, e.g. _

she got home.
Adversative
connector: But ...

game/an.
Pictures provide
meaning.

(h) MATHEMATICS
Text

Genre

30. Landsda!e Farm
School Mathematics
Handouts (Balga
SHS)

Procedure, Questionand-answer,

Positioning of
Indigenous Subject
No reference.

Discourse Markers

Discourse Strategies

Code Management

Extensive use of
headings, numbering
and bold font.
Direct speech in
speech balloons.

Test provides
diagrams and asks
questions about them.

Some instructions are
given by pictured
people or creatures.
Code is always SAE.
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Other Comment

Appendix M: Conceptual-Cultural Analysis Summary
(a) BASIC LITERACY
Text

Story/Event Schemas

Categories

Proposition Schemas

14. A Mob of Kangaroos

Observing schema

It is good to observe your
environment to sense signs and
messages.

15. Bath Time

Macro schemas: (playing)
out in the bush - Taking a
bath
Micro schemas: chasing
animals- making mud pies
-hunting- climbing a
tree- sliding down the
river bank- collecting
firewood

Mob, kangaroo, the
day before yesterday,
thirsty, dusk, down by
the river, hot and dry
Animals (dog-rabbitLizard)-

16. Bed Time

Playing games

Kids have to do things together.

17. Camp Fire

Night time (gathering
together before sleeping)
Camping (sub-schema
Camp Fire)
Family

leaves, twig, stick,
log, water
mob, food, camp fire

36. Stacey Indich

Family

You have to be with your own mob
You can find and prepare food in the
environment if you have been shown
how
We all have to collaborate to get
something clone (we need the mob to
have a camp fire)
You have to be with your own mob

37. TeiTY Narrier

Family

Shy, school, bike,
Noongar, Aboriginal
Ride, games (first 20
games, net ball), deli,

Kids need to watch and experience to
leam.
Kids have to do things together.

Mob members must always help each
other.
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Image Schemas
/Schema-Based
lmaj!es
Down by the river

Metaphor

Mud pie

38. Yongkarin

Hunting
Making coats from
kangaroo skin
Kings Park

39. Koortandalup

Settlers invasion
Camp
Family
-

school, bus, sheep
truck
Animal (kangaroo),
throwing stick,
boomerang, spears,
spear throwers,
gullies, home
fireplace, coat
Noongar, Aboriginal,
devil

L_______._.___. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
-·········-~

···-··-

····----

····------------~

You have to be with your own mob.
There are Aboriginal stories about
various places.

We must learn important things about
our land.

L_______._______

-----~----------------

-------------------------------

Koortanclalup (hearts
coming together)
[heat is used for
humkan beings and
'--.!hc:refore me~nl}']_

(b) LITERACY EXTENSION
Text

Story/Event Schemas

Categories

Proposition Schemas

2. Going for Oysters

Creation story
Family
Underarm smell (To put
underarm smell on
somebody (so that the
spirits of the Old People
will recognize them and
keep them safe)
Hunting (fishing)

Oyster, fat (oysters),
swamp, Carpet Snake,
cousin sister, dinghies,
camp, bush, ghost,
baled, get a growling,
high tide, quicksand

Extended family members spend a lot
of time together and do things
together.
It is good to observe your
environment to sense signs and
messages.
(The milky-pine flowers are in
bloom, and that means those
oysters are fat and going to
waste).
Visiting certain places has fatal
consequences because they are
associated with Dreamtime
spirits.
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Image Schemas
/Schematic Images
Thukkal (Love River)
is the story place of
Yaatamay, the Carpet
Snake ..

Metaphor

Rough sea.
To be swallowed up
by quicksand.

20. Olive Python
Dreaming

Creation Story
Hunting

26. English Handouts:
Animal Texts (Balga
SHS)

Australian animal life
pattern (inclusive of
Aboriginal and nonAboriginal Australians)

33. Too Big for Your
Boots

School
Ghost
Imprudent behaviour

34. Phonics Handout
(Balga SHS)

School task (unjumbling
words, matching from the
list, making the list of

Creek, rock, Olive
Python, spear,
boomerang, spinifex,
mulga trees, ghost,
ghost gum tree
Koala, marsupial,
gum, pouch, riding
piggyback, kangaroo,
mammal, balance,
jellybean, joey, hop,
cozy, platypus, claw,
burrow, hatch,
monotreme, spines,
wombat, guinea pig,
bark.
(All abstracted, vs.
experiential
categories)
Boot, show oft~ mock,
gaze, whirling
thoughts, sister
(nurse), stare,
nudging, whispering,
jeering, twist,
chanting

Animals may get their habits from the
battles in the Dreamtime.

The birds and insects
were people.

Shy animal.
Wombats and koalas
are close relatives.
(This is at least the
Western point of
view)

It is good to make sure the listener
understands you.

Clue, unjumble, 'wa'
sound, rhyming
words, compound

Lip gesture (pushing
them forward and
pulling them back
again and again) means
"you poor thing"

Your' re too big for
your boots
The clays crawled by
Her heart jumped
Hair standing on end
She marched her over
Put someone right
Twisting the words
Down in the clumps
Ringing in her ears
Ganging up on
someone
Keep back her tears

--·-····-
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rhyming words)

word, waJTior,
swallow, swaying
(All decontextualized
words)

(c) FICTION- PICTURE BOOK
Text

Story/Event Schemas

Categories

Proposition Schemas

3. Rain Dance

Station life

Rain dance, shadows,
farm, horizon, dam,
cicadas, veranda,
thunder, cattle, whine,
torrent, frog, twist,
turn, somersaulting,
swirl, collapse, tear,
streak, frenzy, cool
gust of wind,
corrugated iron roof,
paddock

There is light at the end of the tunnel.

13. CJ({ford Gets a Job

Autobiography
Western lifestyle

35. A is for Aunty

Family
Mission Life
Bush Tucker
Hunting

-

---····-·····--

Pet dog, circus, rat,
pony, farm, fat, cows,
wagon, bam, robber,
the woods
oldies, suppertime
fence, games,
Inspection Day
ashes damper,

Image Schemas/
Schema-Based Images
Rain is a drummer
(Rain beating out a
rhythm).

Silence is a liquid.
(Source domain=
experience of liquid;
target domain=
silence)

It is good to look after animals
X is for the railway
If you need something, make it out of crossing
what you've got.
You have to be with your own l!lOb _- --
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------

Metaphor
Skin prickles with
goose bumps.
Cattle bellowing,
crying of their thirst
and hunger.
Cicadas calling for
ram.
Silence steals into
comers ...
Silence spreads &
suffocates everything
like a blanket
Frogs are cheering;
they croak a raucous
chorus.
Heat washed out of
the day.
Clifford (dog) made
up his mind to get a
job.
Shed a few tears
(from Country &
Western music)
'.

Witchetty grubs,
yabbies, quandong
catching crayfish,
kangaroo, emu

(i.e. family & relations)
You can find food in the bush if you
have been shown how
Everything is there for everyone

(d) FICTION
Text

Story/Event Schemas

Categories

Proposition Schemas

29. The Fat and Juicy
Place

Yaming
Scary Things
Creation Story
Family
Hunting
Space Travel

Gran, lizard, goanna,
pest (mmoying
person), mob, footy,
flog, yell, reckon,
hairy fellas, birdman,
UFO, tucker, shame
job, nick, sneak,
honey ant, deadly
Bluny borderline
between human being,
animal and land.

Us fellas gotto take care of each
other.
We have to be with our own mob.
Animals, humans and the land are
one thing and they all belong to the
mother Earth.
Ancestor spirits made the Law for us
and told us how to live.
Fire can keep bad spirits away.
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Image Schemas I
Schema-based Images
We (animals, land,
humans) are part of
each other and we are
all one.
Those two big rocks
are the bodies of two of
our ancestors.

Metaphor
Fat and juicy place
Wind crying
The tree bleeding and
being hurt
Mapping from
'human' domain to
animal and nature.
Fat fish.
The land speaks.

(e) TRADITONAL NARRATIVES
Text

Story/Event Schemas

Categories

Proposition Schemas

5. Dirrangan

Creation Story

It is good to observe your
environment to sense signs and
messages.
Wrong doing has fatal consequences.

7. The Brothers
Bam1barmbult and
Mopoke

Creation story schema

Witch, mischief, (both
blends across cultures)
waterfall, fig tree,
cursing the water,
spring, mountain
Spirit AncestorAnimal (emu- squirrel
- spanow hawk- doe
kangaroo- buck- eelnankeen cranes- frog)
water tree wattlebird- woodpeckerkangaroo skin bagwhirlwind- spearspear throwerthrowing stickdogwood tree- wattle
bird- wattletree.

8. Kurboroo, the Koala

Hunting (koalas)
Creation story

Water, people, animal
(koala), big tall tree

People should share what they have
with others who need it.
Breaking Aboriginal law could bring
harm to everyone.
Some people have a healing power

11. The Budara Sto1:v

Creation Story
Healing

Gomma, emu,
kangaroo, lake, swan,
cluck, bush, rock, hill,
swim, long way, look
for, spring, camp,

People should share what they have
with others who need it.
People should know what to eat and
what not to eat (religious rules)
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Image
Schemas/Schemabased Images
A stone could be a
person or an animal
living in Dreamtime.
This stone is
Dirrangan.
Schematic image:
Those three stars are
the Barmbarmbult
brothers together with
Gartuk

Metaphor

The flood swept her.
Mouth of the river.
Water is coming.

Spirit Ancestor- Spirit
animal
The frog squeezed
some milk from her
breast and shook it
from her fingers.

Make a plan.
I
That is a man's rock.
That is a woman's rock
(female rocks)

Two rock hills rise
up.
The swans and the
ducks were crying.

32. ·when the Snake Bites
the Sun

40. Quinkin Mountain

Creation Story

Quinkins (spirit beings)

---·

.

animals, crying,
healing power
Sun (mother sun &
daughter sun), log,
river, fat, spear,
chasing, hot, snake,
joumey, light
Dingo, bloodwood
trees, ironwood tree,
little black lizard,
emu, bushfire, snakes,
Timaras (good spirits),
Imjims (bad spirits,
who steal children)

a)
b)

The things like day and night
were not always there.
Some things were created out of
conflicts.

A big fat mother sun
and a little daughter
sun (mapping from
family to nature
domain)
Fire is human being
(face ofthe fire- fire
getting loud)

There are good spirits and there are
bad spirits.

----

-------

(f) ABORIGINAL STUDIES
Text
6. Boomerangs and
Throwing Sticks

St01·y/Event Schemas
Hunting

Categories
BoomerangThrowing stickgoose stick- shieldanimals (goosemagpie- kangaroopan-at)- swamp.

Proposition Schemas
Tools for survival (hunting, foodgathering, fighting) can be made out
of things in nature.

Image Schemas

12. Growing Up at U!urtt,
Australia

Creation story

Family members defend each other.
You must never be greedy and
dishonest.
Some places are sacred and secret.
Only men can go there.

Some rocks were
shaped by the animals
in the Dreamtime (i.e.,
they turned into
stones).

31. About Aboriginal
P~~, Book3

Aboriginal History
(West em perspective),

Rock, country, bush,
bush tucker, fruit,
gomma, emu, family
(aunty, brother),
lizard, dome, secret
and sacred places,
monster, insect, elder
Eddie Mabo
Eddie Burntp

Dot and circle art
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Metaphor

Aboriginal art,
Australian environment.

Aboriginal health
Totem
Coo Iamon
Kalkula
Australian spm1

(g) SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT
Text
4. Society and
Environment I (Longman)

19. Society and
Environment for W A 1

(Heinemann)

~~-

~

Story/Event Schemas
Modem societyTraditional Aboriginal
life-

Catej!ories
Our planet- ancient
Egypt- Technologyour local communityTraditional Aboriginal
societies.

}lroQosition Schemas
We have to learn to be active citizens.

Life in Western Australia

Hunting grounds
sacred sitesresistance- mediayouth culturetraditions celebrationsdiscrimination- stolen
generation- cultural
pluralismreconciliation- rural
area- social justicevoting -hiphop- punk-

Life should be made fair for
everybody living in W A

Image Schemas

Metaphor

I
I

I

---·······---

~--·····----
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People who build a
nation (Building
schema)

~---

~

-

(h) MATHEMATICS
Text

Story/Event Schemas

Categ01·ies

30. Landsdale Farm
School Mathematics
Handouts (Balga SHS)

West em mathematics
Measurement

Model, nodes, paths,
region, dimension,
measurement, factor,
metre, centimetre,
count, fraction

Proposition Schemas
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Image
Schemas/Schemabased Images
Path image schema
Movement image
schema

Metaphor

Numbers compose a
linear straight path
(Path image schema
mapped onto number
domain).
Mathematical
operations are
movements (e.g., two
plus four comes to
six).

I

-

Q\
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Appendix N: Pedagogical Analysis: Selective Summary
Inclusivity
Criterion
Authenticity of intent
(real communication vs.
pedagogical exercise)

Text

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
')"
_.)

26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Comment
Some authentic communication about Indigenous concerns
('Dreamtime', 'Separated families', 'Land rights', etc.)
Some inauthentic tasks (e.g. inserting Wajarri words in SAE text)
Authentic: story about a family outing to gather oysters.
Authentic story about family experience of drought on a station
Authentic (to communicate ideas)
Authentic (to communicate ideas)
Authentic expository text (giving information about boomerangs
and throwin£ sticks)
Authentic (traditional story)
Authentic (to communicate ideas)
Authentic (story about a little girl & an oversized red do_g)
Combines authentic communication (kids getting dirty, etc) with
r~etition of clauses to reinforce word reco_gnition
Authentic (story of Indigenous children going to bed and playing
until they get tired)
Inauthentic. Puts reading skills above tluency.
Limited authenticity. Skills mainly but some communication of
ideas.
Authentic (traditional story)
Authentic. A range of stories, fiction and non-fiction, about
animals
Inauthentic. Skills-oriented ( cloze exercise)
Limited authenticity. Story about a woman and a crow, but
language does not flow, suggestin_g focus on reading skills.
Authentic. Aims to communicate information about traditional
Balinese culture.
Authentic. Gives boy's perspective on his relationship with the
Birdman, a member of the Stolen Generation.
Limited authenticity. Some exercises show how maths can be used
to solve real life problems.
Limited authenticity (some communication, some skills work)
Authentic (traditional story)
Limited authenticity. Story is moralistic.
Inauthentic. Focused on reading skills (decoding isolated lettersound corresj)ondences in lists of words)
Authentic. Brief stories about mission life from perspective of a
child.
Principally concerned with communicating ideas (authentic)
Authentic. Basic focus is on ideas, with some r~etition.
Limited authenticity. Focus on linguistic information rather than
communicating the narrative.
Not authentic. Not focused on ideas but on making a linguistic
point.
Authentic. Focus is on the narrative.
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lnclusivity Criterion

Text

Comment

Relevant to background
experience of readers

1

Topics and issues are relevant

2

Main aspects of the story would be familiar: family, 'hunting
respect for knowledge of elders, respect for spirits, traditional
stories, importance oflooking after one another
Farm environment
aboriginal parts, yes, though traditional Aboriginal culture is
represented; other aspects, like about Egypt, are not relevant.
Note: Aboriginal people believe it is important for their children to
learn about these other aspects. At the same time they emphasize
the need to teach Aboriginal culture/history in a way that
accurately represents their views (LE)
Familiar traditional genre
Traditional life
Relates to Dreaming stories
Children would be familiar with traditional stories
Not for many urban children, but some would have some
familiarity with bush/desert experience; many would be interested
in the lifestyles of children of similar age to them pictured in the
book; genre of traditional story related about blue-tongued lizard
might be familiar.
Familiar to those with experiences of pet ownership
Yes, experience of being together with family members, viewing
familiar animals, landscape
Yes, children could relate to playing experiences, getting dirty.
Everyday experience for many Indigenous children; nonIndigenous can also relate to experience- special occasions
Yes, familiar experience
Traditional story genre would be familiar
Aboriginal students may be interested in stories about animals, but
many of the stories are about non-Aboriginal people and their
animals.
Children would probably be interested in reading about Australian
animals, though many would never see some of these except in
zoos or on TV.
Story about an old woman living alone on a farm, interacting with
a crow may be difficult to relate to.
Family relations are foregrounded, family members are named;
some Aboriginal children living in traditional communities by the
sea may be able to relate to the experiences of the children
represented in the text.
Yes, Aboriginal and non Aboriginal setting; Aboriginal
Dreaming/non Aboriginal imaginary place(= fat and juicy place=
good place)
Language and related tasks are designed to develop skills that
students may not see as meaningful in their own lives
Traditional
Familiar traditional narrative
Classroom experience; experience of being teased; though the
likelihood of Aboriginal siding_ with the teacher is questionable.
No
Students would be familiar with older members of the family
telling stories about earlier times when they were children.
The child is presented from a non-Aboriginal point of view"problem" of shame in classroom context
Focus on family assumes a Western perspective on the family.

3
4

5
6
7
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
20
23
26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
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38
39

40

Child featured is a child who confom1s to Western expectations.
Hunting- relevant to many Nyungars.
It presents Aboriginal experience as remote from contemporary
life
Yes, deals with widespread Aboriginal experience.
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Inclusivity Criterion
Factors that limit
readership

Text

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
20
·;-·
_.)

26
27
29
30
31
32

33
34

35

36
37
38
39
40

Comment
Aboriginal readers may be put off by being presenting information
about Aboriginal history and culture from an Anglo perspective
No.
Language difficulty; boring: very little action related to the
advancement of the narrative
Reading ability, interest in subject matter
Language/reading ability
Minimum level, Year 6; language is difficult
Language
No.
Some language might be difficult, particularly the traditional story
of the blue-tongued lizard, but the pictures and information would
be generally appealing
Age & subject matter
Age- early primary
Young viewers/readers
Simple language, but SAE, repetition, early school- age readers
Age.
Few, possibly geographic (those living in desert communities)
No, even older children and adults would be interested in seeing
the three languages represented
Tories developed for non-Aboriginal readership
Student motivation to do tasks which may or may not be
meaningful
TojJic, language
Ab'l & non-Ab'l Australians
Some language may make concepts difficult to access
No.
No- characters might be represented by different animals in the
stories belonging to different groups, but the genre would be
familiar.
Focus on language and classroom behaviour
1. purpose of task may not be apparent to many students,
particularly those who are weak readers, as they focus on
discrete sounds in isolated words in a list; does not
demonstrate or communicate what reading for meaning can be
and could encourage students to see reading as decoding
2. appearance of handout suggests a younger student; this may
be seen as an insult to reader
Generally no, however, (1) occasional complex language may
exclude some readers, (2) title may put some students off, as it
may appear babyish and conflict with age identity of student
Some unnatural language to achieve rhymes.
Suitable for young readers, urban or rural/remote
Code-mixing makes reading difficult.
Language difficulty with two languages combined
Language is too complex for timid readers
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